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Easy? Hardly.
Worth it? Definitely.
It’s not too late to switch to ABC and
discover the difference.

DiD you
know?
• Pedorthic
accreditation with
ABC costs nearly
40% less than
competitors
• Every year, more
facilities choose
ABC for pedorthic
accreditation
• ABC accreditation
helps ensure
compliance and
improve audit
outcomes
Contact us today
to find out how
ABC can make
a worthwhile
difference for your
business and your
customers

American Board
for Certification
in Orthotics, Prosthetics
& Pedorthics, Inc.

abcop.org
703.836.7114

A world of opportunities, right
at your fingertips!

Click here to learn more!

Introducing iStep v9.6
• Powerful data capture
• Game-changing add on sales
• Automated cloud marketing
• And much, much more
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Healthcare is at the top of
the list of most regulated
businesses in the nation. It is
important to understand the
insurance universe, even if we
don’t participate in it.

Cover Photo Illustration adapted from: @iStock.com/nzphotonz

Althea Powell Chandler and Christopher Costantini

ROBUST
adjective; strongly or stoutly built.

INTUITIVE
adjective; readily learned or understood.

TRUSTED
verb; a belief that something is reliable, good, honest, effective.

Does this describe YOUR orthotic system?
Available NOW - Lab Services & Equipment Programs
to fit your clinic needs.
Included with every Amfit system: 2 year warranty; training; lifetime support.
+1 800 356 3668 . sales@amfit.com . AMFIT.COM .

@Amfitinc
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CEP

Clinical Assessment & Orthotic
Recommendations for the
Cavus Foot.

By Roberta Nole, MA, PT, C.Ped and Joe Coletta,
PTA, C.Ped
The scope of this article will review the etiology of a cavus
foot, structural concerns, common signs and symptoms, gait
implications, and discuss orthotic specifications that can
help to minimize risk of injury and other postural concerns
associated with the cavus foot. This article is available for
Continuing Education Unit (CEU) credit.

Pes Cavus
Pes Cavus is a Latin term meaning
“hollow foot”, also called talipes cavus,
cavoid foot, or simply “high-arched”.
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PRESIDENT

Rob Sobel, C. Ped.,
PFA President
president@pedorthics.org

ABOUT PFA
The Pedorthic Footcare Association
(PFA), founded in 1958, is the not-forprofit professional association which
represents the interests of the certified
and/or licensed pedorthist and
supports the pedorthic profession
at large.
Through PFA’s efforts, pedorthics –
the management and treatment of
conditions of the foot, ankle, and lower
extremities requiring fitting,
fabricating, and adjusting of pedorthic
devices – is a well-established allied
health profession which makes an
invaluable contribution to public

A

s we close out PFA’s first year (in quite some time) of self-management,
and my first year as President, it is a good time for reflection. Reflection
on things that went well, things that need to be changed, and things we look
forward to cultivating for the future of pedorthics. For those of us who have
been doing the day-to- day work that makes PFA run, it has been a full year
of grinding through the necessary emails, returning phone calls, meetings,
developing plans and putting them to action, and dealing with the occasional
fire needing to be put out. The contents of this message come with me
emphasizing to you that none of this would have been possible without
the assistance, determination, hard work, and support of the PFA Board of
Directors. They have been amazing!

health.

Shortly after the Orlando symposium in October 2014, we took management
of this organization back from the management company with PFA $100,000
in debt, and with no cash reserves. As you read this today, PFA has zero debt
and has already started rebuilding its cash reserves. To all of our members
and vendors who stood by us both financially and emotionally, thank you. We
could not have done it without you. PFA is known in pedorthic circles across
the globe. Rebuilding our financial health was the first step in allowing us to
do things to strengthen our position both here in the U.S. and abroad as the
leading pedorthic organization in the world.

government affairs activities.

We have taken some chances, not knowing how the symposium was going to
go with APMA (the American Podiatric Medical Association). We could not
have provided a symposium alone with our financial situation in 2015, so even
though the symposium with APMA left room for improvement, it allowed us to
get to where we are today. The 2016 symposium will be a PFA solo endeavor.
It may be a slightly smaller venue than we have had in the past, but it will have
excellent speakers, relevant and interesting topics, an exhibit hall filled with our
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MISSION
PFA’s mission is to enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of
credentialed providers of lower
extremity pedorthic modalities through
education; increase the demand for
services through marketing; and
promote the right to practice through

Pedorthic Footcare Association
1610 East Forsyth St. Suite D
Americus, GA 31709
phone (229) 389-3440
fax (888) 563-0945
email info@pedorthics.org
website www.pedorthics.org
facebook
Pedorthic Footcare Association
twitter
@pfapedorthics
linkedIn
Pedorthic Footcare Association
google+
Pedorthic Footcare Association
o & p social
Pedorthic Footcare Association

favorite vendors, and plenty of opportunity to reconnect
with friends. The date and location may have already
been released by the time you read this; if not, it will
be very soon. Our COPE committee is working on the
symposium now. If you have not been to a symposium,
or if you have not been to one in a while, this will be one
not to miss.
PFA continues to give our members great opportunities
for education. I found the ICD-10 webinar to be
extremely valuable. We have plans for more webinars
and hands-on workshops to help you succeed. PFA also
added additional help with your insurance needs this
year; business, life, even your pet. The Retail Committee
is working on a virtual merchandise marketplace where
our members can go and post items for sale that are not
moving in their area, but that others might be able to sell.
Keep checking the website in the member section—we
will be publicizing the start date.

The Board has been working tirelessly to give every
member the best value for their membership, and we will
continue to do so in the upcoming year. With the holiday
season rapidly approaching, take some time to relax, and
reflect upon the year coming to a close. When reflecting
on 2015, although it was not without its moments of
discomfort, we will think of it with a smile and the
satisfaction of knowing our organization is healthy and
strong. Spend time with friends and family. We here at
PFA wish you the happiest of holidays, and raise a glass to
you, our members—job well done! Cheers!

Rob Sobel

PFA President

Low Cost Alternatives

Powered by Delcam
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Are You Following
PFA On Our Social
Media Networks?
Connect NOW with
PFA and Others in the
Pedorthics Community!
Dear Reader,
This year's publication has undergone some changes for the better. During the
beginning of the year, we had important decisions and provisions to make to
Current Pedorthics Magazine.

Don’t miss out on the latest
announcements and current
topics we’re discussing on social
media 24/7.

Because of the transition and financial struggles of the PFA in 2015, we risked
losing the publication all together. I didn't like the thought of excluding one
of the many great benefits of being a PFA member. We had to come up with a
plan to save it.

See what the PFA is doing today
on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
google+ and O and P Social for
the latest industry and practice
buzz!

Hence, why decided to go paperless and become an exclusively online
magazine. Some of you may have been disappointed that you would no longer
receive your subscription by mail. However, many of us, at PFA quickly realized
we could reach a greater audience by engaging our readership online.

Join us by clicking on any icon
below!

It's been my pleasure to work alongside the members of the Publication
Committee; who all volunteer their time to put all of this together.
I'd like to thank you, our dedicated readers, contributors, advertisers, editors and
design staff of CP magazine. Without you all, we wouldn't have this wonderful
platform in which to keep Pedorthists updated.
If you have ideas, suggestions or submissions please direct them to:
editor@pedorthics.org

Tara Mina

Executive Editor
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Now, you receive an email blast bimonthly with the link to our website. You
can flip through each page with a swipe on your electronic device. You can
download, share and enjoy your favorite archived issues!

Full Page Ad

FEATURED CONTRIBUTORS

IN THIS ISSUE OF CURRENT PEDORTHICS

Dean Mason, MA, OST, C. Ped., CO, L. Ped., LO
Mr. Mason owns North Shore Pedorthics, LLC in Lorain Ohio, and is a member of PFA’s Board
of Directors as Treasurer, co-chair of PFA’s Government Affairs Committee and a member of the
Publications Committee.

George Breen
George B. Breen is Chair of Epstein Becker Green’s National Health Care and Life Sciences
Practice Steering Committee and a member of the firm’s Board of Directors. As a litigator for
over 25 years, Mr. Breen defends clients undergoing investigation for health care fraud by the
Department of Justice, the Department of Health and Human Services Office of the Inspector
General, and other state and federal governmental authorities, and serves as defense counsel in
False Claims Act cases. He also conducts internal investigations and advises clients on
compliance, reimbursement, and health regulatory issues.
Mr. Breen is a frequent lecturer and author on issues related to health care fraud and abuse, corporate
compliance, and trial practice, his commentaries having been published in newspapers and other
publications such as The Wall Street Journal, Modern Healthcare, and Law360 and also by Bloomberg
and Reuters.

Randy Stevens, C.Ped, CFo
Mr. Stevens is the owner Randy Stevens Family Footcare, Pedorthist, Orthotic Fitter, PFA Member,
Past PFA President, PFA GA Committee, Pennsylvania Orthotic and Prosthetic Society (POPS), POPS
Director of Government Affairs.

Jim McFarland, C.Ped
Jim McFarland's has been in business since 1981 wining the highest awards in craftsmanship in North
America and Europe. Jim has been featured in the wall street journal as well as NBC nightly news,
money magazine and many other media publications. He is a third generation in the business and loves
being a pedorthist.

Joe Coletta, C.Ped
Joe Coletta, C.Ped, has been a Certified Pedorthist since 1993. He has extensive experience in all areas
of Pedorthics and biomechanical foot evaluation. He is currently Director of Pedorthic Services for
OrthoNY, a large orthopedic surgery group in Upstate NY, servicing over 40 physicians and their patients.
Previous to joining OrthoNY, he was Director of Education and Training for Nolaro24, LLC.
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Roni Pidcock
As Vice President of Quality Healthcare Systems, Inc., Roni Pidcock began her career in Healthcare
focusing on patient intake, medical records, referrals and authorizations. She is experienced in the areas
of revenue cycle management, medical billing, coding & collections, claims reimbursement, claim
denial management, administration and consulting.
She has worked with DME/HME offices, nursing facilities, hospital based Physician offices and
various medical facilities to guide and assist them with numerous projects. She has always offered a
straightforward, hands on approach to teach them how the daily operations of their organizations should
function and has developed strategies to help navigate them through that never ending maze of doubt
and confusion, better known as the Healthcare Industry.

LaToria Howard–Anderson, C.Ped
LaToria Howard–Anderson is the CEO and founder of 901 Healthcare a healthcare based consulting
firm and medical device supplier located in Memphis Tennessee. 901 Healthcare services the entire
Southeast region of the United States.
LaToria is a Certified Pedorthist and US healthcare reform specialist as well as a health care
correspondent for multiple radio stations regarding diabetic education, chronic disease management,
and healthcare advocacy. She earned her undergraduate in degree from Southern University and A&M
College in Baton Rouge, LA and has completed graduate studies in Public Health. LaToria is also a
board eligible Mastectomy and Orthotic Fitter.

Don Cooper, C.Ped
Don Cooper has been in the shoe business in south west Fort Worth, Texas. Don operates a small family
owned Accredited Pedorthic Facility, Coopers Footcare Facility. Cooper's Footcare Facility manufactures
custom orthotics and offers a huge selection of orthopedic shoes for those suffering from foot pain.
Mr.Cooper and family have been fitting shoes in southwest Fort Worth since 1959.
Mr. Cooper keeps up with the latest advances in pedorthic products and shoe manufacturing by
attending university courses and pedorthic trade seminars. He also offers training sessions at area hospitals
and health fairs. Cooper's Footcare Facility is one of only nine accredited pedorthic facilities in the state
of Texas, celebrating more than 50 years of service.

Roberta Nole, MA, PT, C.Ped
Roberta Nole owns and operates an Accredited Pedorthic facility, Stride, Inc. Custom Foot Orthotics,
and Stride Physical Therapy and Pedorthic Center in Middlebury, CT. She has a Bachelor’s degree in
biochemistry; a Bachelor’s degree in Physical Therapy and a Master’s degree in Sports Medicine. She
received her certification in Pedorthics in 1992 at Northwestern University.
Roberta has developed a clinical specialty in biomechanical foot and ankle examination and orthotic
treatment, and is a published author on this subject in Orthotics & Prosthetics in Rehabilitation.
In addition, Roberta has written and instructs a continuing education lecture series based on basic and
advanced level biomechanical foot and ankle concepts and evaluation methods. Her advanced level
programs are original in content and are based on her novel patented methods of foot assessment,
identifying a methodology for classification of 24 adult foot types.
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Are You Looking To Earn CEU/CEP Credits to Help
Keep Your Professional Certification Current?
Consider Writing
an Article for
Current Pedorthics!

Did you know pedorthic and health care practitioners, who submit an
article or research abstract/research paper, are eligible to earn one or
more CEU/CEP Credits towards keeping their professional certification
current when accepted and published in our magazine?
The Pedorthic Footcare Association (PFA) offers our members and
other affiliated health care professionals an additional way to earn their
mandatory Continuing Education Units/Continuing Education Points.
After successful publication of your submitted article or abstract/research
paper, our staff or you can report your publication to many of the
numerous professional health associations and certification/accreditation
organizations that recognize publication as a means to earn your
certification credits.*
For more details, contact Current Pedorthics magazine at (229) 389-3440
or by email at ceu@pedorthics.org for additional upcoming special
interest topics, guidelines and other ideas you may want to discuss as
topic ideas beneficial to health care, patient care and all areas of interest
in the pedorthics practice and other associated industries.
*Credit value is determined by the certification/accreditation organization,
not PFA.

The advertiser index is published for the readers’ convenience. Click on the
hyperlink to take you to the advertiser's website. If you have any questions
about advertising, please contact our advertising sales representative Tracey
Aaron at: (815) 356-8344 or email: advertising@pedorthics.org.

ADVERTISERINDEX
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ADVERTISER

PAGE

WEBSITE

American Board for Certification in Orthotics, Prosthetics and Pedorthics, Inc.

ICF

http://www.abcop.org

Atrex

pg 1, pg 58, BC

http://www.aetrex.com

Amfit

pg 3

http://www.amfit.com

Blintz Company

pg 4

http://www.bintzco.com

New Balance

pg 13

http://www.newbalance.com

New Step

pg 7

http://www.newsteporthotics.com/
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pg 57
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Orthofeet

pg 32
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PW Minor

pg 49
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Full Page Ad

OUNCES OF
PREVENTION
From footwear to foot care, no one protects foot health like
New Balance. We developed the NBRx network of retailers to deliver all
the benefits of our advanced footwear with the expertise of trained fit
specialists. Foot care professionals trust NBRx-certified retailers to turn
recommendations into solutions.
Find an NBRx-certified retailer near you at newbalance.com/findastore.

NEW BALANCE 840V3
Neutral running shoe, developed
to deliver premium cushioning.
available in 4 widths

PFANEWS

News and Happenings from the Pedorthic Footcare Association

OHI acquires custom foot orthotic
labratory Footbōn
For Immediate Release:
Footbōn Founder Paul
Langer Returns to Langer
Biomechanics as Vice
President of Operations
Ronkonkoma, NY – October 7, 2015 – OHI, the leading
manufacturer in North America of custom, lower extremity
orthotic devices and related products, today announced that
it has acquired custom foot orthotic laboratory Footbōn. Paul
Langer, who founded Footbōn in 2009, has joined OHI’s
Langer Biomechanics as Vice President of Operations.
Mr. Langer, a central figure and key influencer in the custom
orthotics industry, began his career at Langer Biomechanics
in 1975. Langer’s father, Sheldon Langer, co-founded Langer
Biomechanics in 1969 and is considered by many to be the
father of the modern custom foot orthotic industry.
A respected innovator in orthotics technology and
engineering, Mr. Langer returns to his namesake company
after thirteen years.
Says Langer, “I couldn’t be more pleased or more proud to
be back home at Langer. OHI’s commitment to leadership
in our industry aligns perfectly with Langer Biomechanics’
enduring heritage. I’m excited to be carrying that shared
vision of product and service excellence forward. I’m also
gratified that Footbōn customers can enjoy the greater
resources of Langer and OHI while continuing to receive
superb customer service and expertly fabricated products.”
OHI President/COO Jason Kraus has a history with both
Paul Langer and the Langer lab that goes back to 1982. Kraus
explains, “Paul and I each began our careers at Langer and
in 1991, we co-founded Benefoot, a company eventually
acquired by Langer. I know for a fact that no one is better
equipped than Paul to take Langer and its customers to ever
greater success.”
About Orthotic Holdings, Inc.
Headquartered in Ronkonkoma,
NY, OHI is the global leader
in lower extremity DME
technologies for healthcare
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providers who treat diseases associated with the extremities.
Through a growing family of brands, including Apex Foot
Health, Arizona AFO, Australian Orthotic Group, Footbōn,
Langer Biomechanics, PedAlign, The Orthotic Group and
SafeStep, OHI will continue to innovate and create global
scale in an effort to provide a complete solution of therapies
and medical technologies for their partnering customer
base of healthcare providers. Recognized as a pioneer in
the manufacturing of custom foot orthoses and ankle foot
orthoses, OHI currently distributes medical technologies
throughout North America, Europe, and Australia/New
Zealand.
Contact:
Mark Lipsky, Director of Marketing Communications, OHI
877-780-8382
email: mark.lipsky@orthoticholdings.com

PFA Mailing Addresses UPDATE!
Please take note of the change and addition
of addresses. We are working hard to update
Pedorthics.org website first and all our doucments as
well. So take a minute and update your records. We will be
sending out email blast to remind everyone:
Accounting Services
PO Box 72184
Albany, GA 31708-2184
PFA General Correspondance
PO Box 72184
Albany, GA 31708-2184
PFA Main Office (Delivery Address)
378 Lakewood Ave.
Americus, GA 31719
Thank you!

Vendor/Advertiser support
REMEMBER, the companies that advertise in
Current Pedorthics make it possible to bring you the
excellent content available in every issue for FREE!
Each ad you see is a link to the advertisers’ website so don't
forget to click their ads, check out what they have to offer and
support the companies that SUPPORT YOU!

Pedorthics.org emails up and
running (again!)
Hooray! The PFA support team is happy to
announce that control of the @pedorthics.org
email domain has been recovered from our
previous management company and we will return to using
it. While pedorthicsusa@gmail.com will continue to be
monitored and questions and issues directed there will be
answered, the following list of emails will appear on PFA
forms and web pages so issues are directed to the appropriate
individuals on the Board to be efficiently answered. Although
not listed here, each Board member will have an email that
they can be reached at directly in the following format; (first
letter of first name).(last name)@pedorthics.org. Mine, for
example, is c.costantini@pedorthics.org. Here some of the
emails and general what they are for. No need to memorize,
there won't be a quiz!
info@pedorthics.org – General information. If you
can't decide what email to use, send it here and we
will happily sort it out for you and have your issue
addressed.
support@pedorthics.org – Website, Current Pedorthics
magazine, general problems and issues relating to your
web experience with PFA.
socialmedia@pedorthics.org – Facebook, LinkedIn,
Pinterest and Twitter issues.
editor@pedorthics.org – Questions for the Current
Pedorthics editorial staff and submissions for the
magazine.
advertising@pedorthics.org – Questions or orders for
advertising in Current Pedorthics magazine or on the
PFA website.
ceu@pedorthics.org – Questions about Continuing
Educational Credits, submitting quiz answers for CP
Article CEU program
governmentaffairs@pedorthics.org – Questions, comments
or brilliant ideas about anything related to the
Government Affairs committee
president@pedorthics.org – Discussions, questions or just
to tell Rob what a great job he's doing!

Like I said, no need to memorize this list. These emails will
appear where they are appropriate on all the PFA forms, web
pages, and emails. And info@pedorthics.org will always work!
Let us know what we can do to serve you better!
Chris Costantini
PFA Support Team

Current Pedorthics Digital
We hope you are enjoying the new look and
features of Current Pedorthics! Here are some
exciting new features that we are exploring and
working hard to bring to you;
Back Issues: Back issues for the past several years will soon
be available online for you to peruse at your leisure! These
will be in PDF format for easy viewing on most devices.
Rediscover gems in past issues.
Interactivity: The digital format allows for exciting interactive
content that just isn't an option in print format. Features
include hyperlinked advertising that will take you directly to
the manufacturer or distributor's website and full interactivity
featuring in-article slide shows and videos!
Print on demand: For those of you that would like to be able
to have hard copies of CP, our interactive publisher of printon-demand services which will allow you to generate and
buy hard copies of Current Pedorthics for distribution to your
referral sources or an interesting read for patients and clients
in your facility.
Tell a friend and keep up to date on this news and more by
checking the PFA website: www.pedorthics.org.

Pictures not enough? How about
video?
Writing an article for Current Pedorthics and you
don't feel pictures adaquately express what you're
trying to say or demonstrate? Take a video! Put that
smartphone to use. Create a YouTube® Channel for your
content or send us the video and we can help get your
message across! Contact cpmagazine@pedorthics.org for more
info!
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BY

DEAN MASON

CHAIRMAN,
PFA GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE
When we speak of “R and R”, think of rest and
recreation, but not this time. For many of us, third
party reimbursement is a way of life, not an optional
way of doing business. In many areas of the country,
private pay is the order of the day. No hassles, no
insurance claims, no audits, no one looking over
your shoulder to see if you are doing something
wrong. It sounds ideal. And it probably is. It just
doesn’t work for everyone.
Imagine a world without the need for insurance—
pleasant thought, isn’t it? And like any utopia, it’s a
fantasy. As residents of the real world, it is important
to understand the insurance universe, even if we
don’t participate in it.
When we speak of reimbursement, it normally is
from a third party such as Medicare, Medicaid or a
commercial insurance carrier. Government Affairs
(GA) is charged with keeping on top of government
programs, licensing, and legislation that affects
Pedorthics and our ability to practice. Seventeen
states are license states to date. There are pros and
cons to licensure, but that is the subject for another
Current Pedorthics November/December

2015
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REIMBURSEMENT

article. Life is like a ball of yarn—everything
twists and turns on and over itself as it becomes
a single entity, all rolled up in a somewhat
cohesive mess. A box of chocolates at least is
edible.
Most people’s healthcare is paid for via insurance.
For pedorthists, the care we provide is on the
low end of the cost scale, compared to, say, an
organ transplant. And so many people will pay
out of pocket as the cost is relatively low. And
many can or will not. This is the dilemma and
situation that we find ourselves in. But to not
have to rely on third parties and not understand
how these payers affect the healthcare universe
is foolishness. So here is the abbreviated version
of the insurance world.
There are two basic types of payers: Government
and Commercial. Government is Medicare,

AND

REGULATION

Medicaid, and other plans sponsored or paid
for through government funding. Certainly this
category has grown in recent years with less than
stellar results. Commercial is anything other
than government sponsored or funded. Pure
commercial is paid through employment or
private pay of the policy holder. A good number
of Medicare advantage plans are operated by
commercial carriers but subject to the rules
and regulations of the government, notably
the Centers for Medicare/Medicaid Services
(CMS).
To put it in a nutshell, reimbursement rates
are based on Medicare allowables. The
advantage plans (Medicare part C) base their
reimbursements of fee for service (FFS) rates.
Many of these plans pay less than FFS rates
to providers. They are marketed to the public
with all the bells and whistles of getting more

GOVERNMENT
PREVENTION

MEDICARE

MEDICAID

HEALTHCARE

EDUCATION

INSURANCE
PHARMAOLOGICAL
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REIMBURSEMENT

for your money. (While providers generally
get less). Providers generally don’t know what
the reimbursement rates truly are when they
contract with these payers. We contract because
we have patients covered by these plans and we
want to take care of them. Big surprises can
come along the way.
Providers must win contracts with insurance
carriers. This is normally a “take it or leave
it” arrangement. Each provider has to make
a business decision as to accepting the fee
schedule placed in front of them. More and
more are leaving it. More providers, not just
DME providers, but physicians too, are opting
to not accept the fee schedules of certain
carriers because of low reimbursements.
No one likes to tell a prospective patient that
we don’t take their insurance. However, this is
becoming more commonplace. It is incumbent
upon us to give them the news, but also to tell
them the reasons why we are not taking their
case.
It is important to know how this all works, and
why it is important to the profession, even if you
are not participating in it.
REGULATION
Healthcare is at the top of the list of most
regulated businesses in the nation. One cannot
make a move without crossing some regulation
or other. It is said that on the average day, every
citizen commits several felonies because of the
complexity of the legal system. That is a pretty
scary thought.
Why do we have regulation? Simply because
people are people and they are not always on

AND

REGULATION

"NO ONE LIKES TO
TELL A PROSPECTIVE
PATIENT THAT WE
DON’T TAKE THEIR
INSURANCE. HOWEVER,
THIS IS BECOMING
MORE COMMONPLACE."

the level or truthful. That being said, the vast
majority are and it is this group that pays for
the dishonesty of the minority. However, there
are some in positions of power and influence
that assume everyone is committing fraud and
that every provider needs to be regulated to the
highest level. At times, it is near impossible to
take care of patients.
What can be done about it? Sadly, not much.
Our third party payers are generally large
bureaucracies who believe that rules and
regulations are essential to every aspect of their
business. Safety and security aside, overkill is
the modus operandi. Bureaucracies tend to
function in environments of high regulation. In
the case of government operations, the chance
of lessening regulation or implementing those
that actually may make sense is minute.
For most of us, Medicare is the payer of
record for many of our patients. To put it
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simply, Medicare is broke and with ever more
beneficiaries coming into the system every
month, something needed to be done to slow
the bleeding so to speak. The official reason
is to curb fraud and abuse. Now, some of the
reported cases of fraud are pretty impressive.
Pedorthists are not in that category.
When Medicare began fifty years ago, it was a
free for all. Billings were being made for services
never provided and the gaming of the system
began in full force. The program followed the
“ready, fire, aim” meme.
Once officials saw what was going on, changes
ensued. Instead of thinking out the details, and
implementing it in stages, it went full bore and
the problems began almost immediately. It only
took forty years to figure out that pharmacies
selling commodes and canes probably should
not be dispensing prosthetic limbs, yet that
is what happened. The industry (Orthotics,
Prosthetics, and Pedorthics) has been on a
mission to separate DME from POS. Everyone
was lumped together, and still are. The issues

with DME are worlds apart from O and P, yet
we exist together. DME has their own problems,
certainly more complex than ours in some
instances. The major issue is that CMS wants
to quantify outcomes, and to do that you need
reliable data. Data that providers must get from
patients. You can see how the problems multiply
from those who will not or cannot cooperate.
The line is “you are being paid to take care of
this, you need to make sure that we get the data
we want.” CMS will not penalize beneficiaries or
physicians, they penalize providers. Penalizing
these populations may in fact initiate necessary
changes, and that certainly can’t happen. The
media coverage would be very detrimental.
At the present time, PFA is working with APMA
in support of the HELPP Act. This would
simplify the documentation for therapeutic
shoes for diabetics by having the podiatric
documentation maintained by the podiatrist.
As it is, many diabetics have podiatric care, the
certifying physicians don’t deal with their foot
issues on a general basis.

"IN ORDER TO SUPPORT THIS BILL, PFA
WILL INSIST THAT IT INCLUDE PEDORTHICS
BY NAME IN THE LEGISLATION..."

MEDICARE
HEALTHCARE
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"THIS BILL WILL DO
MUCH TO CHANGE THE
POLITICAL LANDSCAPE
FOR THE PROFESSION."

GOVERNMENT
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The most recent is the Medicare Orthotics and
Prosthetics Improvement Act of 2015. This is
a bi-partisan bill introduced by Sens. Chuck
Grassley and Mark Warner. The Bill promotes
licensure and accreditation to establish a
baseline standard of care and accountability to
Medicare patients.
The bill would modify requirements under
Medicare to designate organizations for
accreditation of suppliers of orthoses and
prostheses; apply existing accreditation and
licensure requirements to certain prostheses
and custom-fabricated or custom-fitted orthoses;
and base Medicare eligibility for payment on
O&P supplier qualifications and complexity
of care. Additionally, the bill would include
the O&P practitioner’s clinical notes as part of
the patient’s medical record; would distinguish
orthotists and prosthetists from DME suppliers;
and would clarify the definition of “minimal
self-adjustment” in reference to off-the-shelf
orthoses. (Source Helio News, March 27, 2015).

In order to support this bill, PFA will insist that
it include Pedorthics by name in the legislation.
We have been informed by sources close to
the legislation that this will indeed occur.
This bill will do much to change the political
landscape for the profession. We will need the
support of every member of PFA to engage
in a letter writing campaign in support of the
amended bill. GA will be contacting members
at the appropriate time for their help. At this
point, the bill was introduced but has not gone
further. PFA is tracking the bill as it works its
way through Congress. Since we are upon an
election year, progress will be slow.
GA will continue to monitor legislative movements
throughout the country. We are represented on
Medicare regional councils, and the committee
members keep an eye on what is going on in their
respective states. Any PFA member who gets
information pertinent to legislation, licensing,
etc. should forward this information on to:
governmentaffairs@pedorthics.org.
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WHEN IS A POTENTIAL
OVERPAYMENT IDENTIFIED?
THE FIRST DECISION INTERPRETING THE FALSE
CLAIMS ACT’S “60-DAY RULE” SUGGESTS THE CLOCK’S
RUNNING FAST.

Photo adapted from: @iStock.com/everydayplus

INTRODUCTION
On August 3, 2015, in United States ex rel.

ticking “when a provider is put on notice

Kane v. Healthfirst, Inc., et al., No. 1:11-cv-

of a potential overpayment, rather than the

02325 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 3, 2015), the United

moment when an overpayment is conclusively

States District Court for the Southern District

ascertained.” This conclusion is obviously

of New York issued the first reported opinion

problematic when considering what often

on the False Claims Act’s (“FCA’s”) reverse

needs to be done to verify overpayments in fact.

false claim overpayment provision and when

This case is the first of its kind, and it will be

an overpayment is deemed “identified” by a

perceived as a significant victory by government

health care provider. Federal and state agencies

enforcers and qui tam relators who will use it

intervened in the case based on a qui tam

as a precedent for future actions. However, the

relator’s allegations that a provider failed to

statute in question is improperly vague on its

report and refund an overpayment within 60

face and review by federal courts of appeal at

days from the time the relator identified it.

some time in the future, whether in the instant

The district judge denied a motion to dismiss,

case or not, is inevitable. For the present,

holding that the FCA’s statutory 60-day clock

however, providers need to be aware of the

for repaying “identified” overpayments begins

Kane decision and its short-term ramifications.

BY: GEORGE B. BREEN, ESQUIRE
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I. Factual Background
The complaint alleges that, because of a
software glitch, three New York City hospitals
purportedly erroneously billed the New York
Medicaid program as a secondary payor after
already being paid in full by the patients’
Medicaid managed care plan. After the
State Comptroller inquired about the issue,
management tasked the eventual relator
with investigating. Five months later, the
employee sent an email to management with
a spreadsheet of more than 900 claims from
the three hospitals (totaling over $1 million)
that the employee claimed were subject to
the glitch. He was terminated four days later.
Over the next two years, the hospitals refunded
the overpayments. However, the relator and
intervening governments alleged that the
hospitals had fraudulently delayed repayment by
taking up two years, rather than the mandated
60 days, in making repayment.
II. What the “60-Day Rule” Means for
Health Care Providers
The Affordable Care Act (“ACA“) contains a
provision that imposes liability on any provider
that receives an overpayment from Medicare
or Medicaid and fails to repay the overpayment
within 60 days of the “date on which the
overpayment was identified.” 42 U.S.C. § 1320a7k(d)(1)(emphasis added). This so called “60-day
rule” provides that any overpayment retained
beyond that term becomes an “obligation” to
the federal government, which can result in
liability under the FCA. The FCA provides for
treble damages and civil penalties of $5,500 to
$11,000 per claim. Notwithstanding the gravity
of this provision, Congress did not define the
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term “identified” for purposes of determining
when the 60-day clock begins. And that is at the
heart of the problem that providers face.
III. Key Takeaways for Health Care
Providers
The Kane decision presents a novel and solitary
statutory interpretation that other courts are
likely to grapple with. Focusing on what it
believed were the operative facts, the Kane
court found that the overpayments alleged
had been “identified” at the point that the
relator presented his evidence to management.
Irrespective of the particulars of the case itself,
this troubling conclusion is something that
providers need to anticipate when allegations of
potential overpayments are made. (A) Beware of
the Potential for the Government Successfully
Arguing That “Notice” and “Identified” Are
Congruent Terms The Kane court held that
“identification” of an overpayment occurs—
and the 60-day clock begins—when a health
care provider is “put on notice” of a potential
government overpayment rather than when an
overpayment is conclusively ascertained.” Both
government enforcers and relators increasingly
will bring cases on this theory. Providers need to
be prepared to strenuously challenge this theory.
(B) It Is Imperative to Document
Overpayment Investigation Response
Efforts
In order to mount a defense against a knowing
violation of the 60-day rule, it is critical that
health care providers document and keep
detailed records of what actions were taken in
response to a reported overpayment and how
the investigation was handled internally at each

stage. A vigorous investigative response, well
documented, will help demonstrate that there
is no “identification” in fact while a good faith
effort to make an ultimate determination is
underway.
(C) The Opinion’s Lack of Clarity Calls
for Vigorous Defense

Photo adapted from: @iStock.com/everydayplus

The Kane court’s view of the law creates
inherent ambiguities. The court viewed the case
itself as something of an outlier, the outcome
of which was determined by what the court
concluded were egregious facts. Hence, the
court’s categorical view of what it takes to be
“put on notice” is problematic as to future cases.
It is patently unreasonable to think that the
law means that once an employee internally
reports any alleged overpayment, a provider is
obligated, without more, to return the amount
described within 60 days. If that is the case,
the statutory provision might be subject to a
facial constitutional challenge as to vagueness
in that this interpretation does not allow for a
reasonable and meaningful investigation that
likely could take a good deal more than 60
days to complete. The 60-day rule must be
held to provide leeway for reasonable diligence,
and providers subject to it should have a
clearly conceived and documentable plan for
conducting it.

"Congress did
not define the
term “identified”
for purposes of
determining when the
60-day clock begins.
And that is at the
heart of the problem
that providers face."

(D) “Prosecutorial Discretion” Is an
Illusory Safeguard for FCA Cases
The Kane court suggested that the appropriate
exercise of “prosecutorial discretion” would
be an ameliorating antidote to the apparent
rigidity and “unforgiving” nature of the 60-day
rule. Given the fact that government officials
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are under constant political pressure to attack
alleged health care fraud and qui tam relators
are financially motivated to bring cases, this is
small consolation and worthy of little reliance.
(E) Overpayment Enforcement Is
Expected to Increase
With the release of this long-awaited opinion,
government overpayment enforcement is
expected to increase. Indeed, on the same day
that Kane was decided, the Justice Department
announced a “first of its kind” $6.88 million
settlement with a nursing home services
provider in a similar overpayments case, and the
Department has signaled its intention to pursue
similar cases with vigor.
(F) CMS Still Has Not Issued Its Final
Rule on Overpayments
Although there is considerable ambiguity and
uncertainty in the court’s opinion, the Center
for Medicare & Medicaid Services (“CMS”) is
expected to offer additional clarity on the issue
when it releases its final rule on overpayments
relating to Medicare Part A and Part B providers
and suppliers. On February 16, 2012, almost two
years after the passage of the ACA, CMS issued
a proposed rule on overpayments. Under that
proposed rule, an overpayment is “identified”
when a provider “has actual knowledge of
the overpayment or acts in reckless disregard
or deliberate ignorance of the overpayment.”
Thus, where a provider receives information
concerning a “potential overpayment,” it would
have “an obligation to make a reasonable
inquiry to determine whether an overpayment
exists.” CMS announced on February 17, 2015,
that its final guidance will be delayed until at
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"Here, a provider is instructed not to repay an
overpayment until the process is initiated by
MassHealth—a process that might take longer
than 60 days to complete—and which would
technically run afoul of the FCA’s overpayment
provision."

least February 2016. Providers and their trade
association should consider their options for
further comment and potential challenge under
the Administrative Procedure Act.

Photo adapted from: @iStock.com/everydayplus

(G) State Medicaid Regulations May
Complicate the Application of the
60-Day Rule
For example, Massachusetts’ Medicaid program,
MassHealth, has an overpayments regulation
that closely tracks the federal provision.
According to that state, after identifying an
overpayment, “[t]he provider should not send a
check for any overpayment, unless the provider
has received prior written approval from
MassHealth. Once the full overpayment has
been 4 determined, MassHealth will initiate its
standard recoupment process.” Here, a provider
is instructed not to repay an overpayment
until the process is initiated by MassHealth—a
process that might take longer than 60 days to
complete—and which would technically run
afoul of the FCA’s overpayment provision. The
Kane court’s reasoning would be particularly
anomalous in such circumstances.

Conclusion
More than five years since the passage of
the ACA, we are starting to see judicial
interpretation as to what it means to “identify”
an overpayment under the FCA, thereby
triggering the 60-day clock. Although the Kane
court provides the first formal decision in the
field, its practical guidance is questionable
and its ambiguous holding may encourage an
onset of meritless FCA lawsuits, which health
care providers should not hesitate to vigorously
defend. The Kane decision also exemplifies
the need for providers to have in place a robust
compliance program – including policies and
procedures specific to overpayments – as the
first line of defense to government enforcement
efforts.
-end-
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PFA's Government Affairs
Committee Working For You
By Randy Stevens, C.Ped, CFo

As you know as part of PFA's mission statement there two responsibilities.
One, is the providing ongoing educational opportunities and two is providing
input and monitoring of government affairs issues relating to pedorthics in
patient care. This article will touch solely on PFA's responsibilities when it
comes to government affairs in serving its membership and patients related to
patient care issues.

Most notably, PFA is known for serving its
membership and patient care population in
the establishment of the Therapeutic Shoes
For Diabetics Medical Policy. As you know,
this Policy was designed to reduce lower limb
amputations regarding those patients with
diabetes and provide a directive on who those

individuals were that are qualified provide such
patient care services. PFA has been actively
involved with CMS since the inception of this
medical policy in providing input not only the
beginning of writing this medical policy for
those patients with diabetes but also the criteria
set forth in the types of provisions, products,
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services and language involving the
enforcement of the Therapeutic Shoes
Medical Policy For Diabetics. This
area in which the Government Affairs
of PFA is a ongoing monitoring and
giving input to CMS relative to this
medical policy specific to serving those
patients whom have diabetes and meet
the criteria within this medical policy.
In 2003, the PFA had transformed itself in
order to better serve its membership and went
from being a trade association to a professional
association so could better serve its membership
and its government affairs responsibilities and its
Pedorthic membership.
PFA continually supports and works with CMS
relative to qualified provider language relative
to orthotics and prosthetics. PFA had achieved
in 2003 through the Negotiated Rulemaking
process with CMS the recognition of Pedorthists
being qualified in the provisions of orthotic
and prosthetic items within the Pedorthist’s
Scope of Practice. PFA was able to achieve this
acknowledgment and consensus from the entire
group of other allied health professionals and no

other allied health professionals in the
provisions of orthotics and prosthetics
was able to achieve this consensus from
the workgroup which met monthly
to establish who was and who is not
qualified in the provisions of orthotic
and prosthetic items within one scope
of practice. Pedorthists were the only
ones acknowledged by this workgroup
with CMS with other allied health professionals
whom dispense orthotic and prosthetic items
were qualified through consensus of the group to
dispense orthotic and prosthetic items within the
Pedorthist’s scope of practice.
In 2005, the PFA worked with CMS in the
delay of and changes within the language of
CR3959 which would've put a mandate that
anybody dispensing
orthotics and prosthetic
items needed to be
licensed. PFA worked
with CMS in the
inclusion of a specialty
code for the Pedorthist
and that a general
overall mandate of

"...individuals patient care responsibilities
and gives the Pedorthist the ability to
bill for those orthotic and prosthetic
items within the Pedorthist’s scope of
practice...."
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"...PFA Government Affairs committee had put together
the first Pedorthic Coding Manual for its membership..."

licensure could not be achieved
because not all states have
licensure. But once a state
does achieve licensure of the
Pedorthist that individual be
assigned a specialty code relative
to the individuals patient care
responsibilities and gives the
Pedorthist the ability to bill for
those orthotic and prosthetic items within the
Pedorthist’s scope of practice.
In 2006, the PFA Government Affairs
committee had put together the first Pedorthic
Coding Manual for its membership and all the
codes that are relative to the Pedorthist’s scope of
practice. This coding manual breaks down and
is updated regularly as CMS includes changes in
definitions or additions of the current HCPCS
codes relevant to the Pedorthist’s scope of
practice. This coding manual is available online
to PFA members.
PFA's Government Affairs Committee members
continually meet with those individuals of other
allied health organizations,
legislators, CMS personnel
and other individuals have at
the federal or state levels who
can provide assistance in the
acknowledgment of our PFA

membership and inclusion of medical policy
regarding patient care and the Pedorthist’s role in
providing of DMEPOS items relative to orthotic
and prosthetic devices within the Pedorthist’s
scope of practice. PFA will and does work with
those states involved in licensure and working
on licensure in the recognition of the Pedorthist.
PFA's Government Affairs Committee sole

purpose is to represent its Pedorthic membership
in the role of acknowledgment relative to all
healthcare issues involving patient care.
If PFA Government Affairs Committee can
provide any further assistance to the members in
regards to Government Affairs issues, either at
the state level or federal level, please contact PFA
government affairs committee so we can better
support our PFA membership.
governmentaffairs@pedorthics.org
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Innovaave Tie-Less Lace System
& Adjustable Heel Counter

Features & Beneﬁts:
•
•
•
•
•

Tie-Less Lacing System enables fastening the shoe without the need for tying laces.
A Heel-Strap enables to adjust the grip around the heel.
Soo, seam-free lining oﬀers unsurpassed comfort and proteccon.
Extra-depth design along with a soo, non-binding upper ease pressure on the foot.
Lightweight cushioning sole with Ergonomic-Stride design sooens step, and helps
propel the foot forward.
p

99% Always In Stock - All Styles

Orthofeet has substannally increased its safety stock, ensuring that
every product is in stock, and oﬀering the best ﬁll-rate in the industry
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Losing (Patients)
with Medicare
Audits
By Roni Pidcock

I

f we take a little stroll down memory lane
back to late 2011, you may recall the (OIG)
released the findings of a report based on an
analysis of Medicare Part B claims for lower
limb prostheses from 2009 and an analysis
of Part A and B claims from 2004 to 2009
for beneficiaries who received lower limb
prostheses in 2009.
That report describes questionable billing
by suppliers of lower-limb prostheses and the
extent to which Medicare improperly paid
claims for these prostheses.
FINDINGS
In 2009, Medicare inappropriately paid $43
million for lower limb prostheses that did not

meet certain requirements; these payments
could have been prevented by using claims
processing edits. They paid an additional
$61 million for beneficiaries with no claims
from their referring physicians and in 2009,
267 suppliers of lower limb prostheses had
questionable billing.
There are an overabundance of denied
claims based on audits due to LCD issues and
physician documentation requirements. Claims
that hold the same form of documentation as
others that were reviewed for other reasons and
found 100% valid at some point before this
report was released.
Yet here we are, questioning, working and
fighting on, denial after denial. Only to come
to a standstill when we are told that we are
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lacking in what we submitted. When we
provide everything based on the policies that
CMS has in the supplier manual, internet only
manual and program integrity manuals.
Things like the type of credentialed individual
signing the order for an LSO is invalid. There
are no rules anywhere that indicate an MD
or DO has to be the one to sign the order.
That’s for shoes, not O&P. Or, the addendum
in the patient’s chart was added after the date
of delivery of the item in question. Typically
an addendum or amendment is added after the
fact.
If they have the experience that this higher
level of reviewers is supposed to have, why
are they not familiar with the policies? We
are supposed to be. If they were, they might
not deny a claim for either of these reasons.
Thankfully, some of these denied claims that
were appealed, have been reversed at some
level.
As far as redeterminations go, whether it is
justified or not, you are forced to move on.
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There is no having the claim reopened for
errors in processing as CMS indicated would
happen if error was found to be on the carrier’s
part. Unless you have someone you can reach
out directly to for help, keep moving.
Also, no one wanted to get to the
reconsideration phase, simply because prior to
August 1, 2015, they would open a claim for
everything they could. If they couldn’t handle
what was submitted, they would deny it and
then go digging for something else. Well, that
has now changed. They are only allowed to
review the appeal based on what item(s) the
appeal was actually submitted for in the first
place. Hopefully we will start to see a decrease
in the denial rate now that this has been put
into effect. The unjust denials and lack of
experience on the reviewer’s part are what have
created the out of control Administrative Law
Judge (ALJ) delays to become what they are
today.

Losing (Patients) with Medicare Audits
We were very successful with obtaining
the necessary signatures for the Petition to
rescind the Medicare proposal restricting
access to prosthetic limbs for amputees.
Why can’t we do the same for H.R. 1526?
It is extremely important to us as the O&P
Provider. These audits will continue to cause
our patients to have to obtain their products
from unscrupulous competitors, along with
Medicare keeping or taking back money that is
justifiably ours, putting us out of business. •

H.R. 1526 Medicare Audit
Improvement Act of 2015
This bill amends title XVIII (Medicare) of
the Social Security Act to require that any
records or documentation of an Orthotist
or Prosthetist who furnished an orthotic,
prosthetic, or prosthetic device to an
individual shall be considered part of the
individual's medical record in determining
whether the item is reasonable and
necessary.
Medicare administrative contractors
(MACs) shall determine that payment
may not be made to a supplier of durable
medical equipment (DME) or of orthotics
and prosthetics for which a claim is made
because the supplier does not meet
requirements for licensing or accreditation
by a National Board.
Recovery audit contractors (RACs) shall
consider an overpayment that must be
recouped any payment for DME, orthotics,
or prosthetics that should not have been
made because the supplier failed to meet
licensing or accreditation criteria.
RACs are prohibited from reviewing
payments for certain DME, orthotics,

or prosthetics to which prior Medicare
authorization applies.
The Secretary of Health and Human
Services must report annually to Congress
certain information on determinations by
MACs that payment cannot be made, and
by RACs that payment should not have
been made, under Medicare for items and
services.
Payment is prohibited under part B
(Supplementary Medical Insurance) of
Medicare for orthotics and prosthetics
furnished by a supplier without a supplier
number. To obtain such a number a
supplier must meet specified criteria.
The Secretary must: (1) review annually
the coverage and utilization of orthotics
and prosthetics to determine whether
they should be subjected to coverage and
utilization review criteria, and if appropriate
(2) develop and apply such criteria.
Patients are not liable for payment of
furnished orthotics and prosthetics which
are not reasonable and necessary for the
diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury or
to improve the functioning of a malformed
body member.
Competitive acquisition programs shall
not apply to off-the-shelf items and
services furnished by certain Orthotists or
Prosthetists who are either licensed or, in a
state without licensing requirements, meet
specified training, education, certification,
or credentialing criteria.
Recoupment of payments to a qualifying
provider or supplier may not be made
before completion of an administrative law
judge appeals process.
Payment under Medicare is denied to
suppliers and providers unless they meet
certain licensing or other qualifications. •
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HOW SAFE IS THE AIR
YOU BREATHE?
In orthotics, pedorthics, prosthetics, and many other
fields, bonding is a very versatile and easy technique
to join two pieces of material. No matter if for a permanent bond or just for holding the parts in place
for sewing, there are many adhesives available that
do the job. But still, there are substantial differences
between products that have been around for ages,
and modern, up-to-date adhesives actually
developed for the application you have in
mind.
TOLUENE – AVOID IF POSSIBLE!
Toluene has been recognized as the
main hazard in a lot of products still
on the market. Chemically, it is really a great solvent: very strong,
not too much odor, and it
even helps the bond
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along a little by eating into many surfaces it is
applied to. But at the same time, inhaling such
a strong chemical cannot be very healthy. Not
only does it make you dizzy and can cause
headaches, but imagine what happens in your
lungs and your liver on top of that. Toluene is
known to cause several severe health problems,
and exposure to it is very dangerous during
pregnancy: it is classified as "harmful to the unborn", which means it can cause birth defects
or even a miscarriage.
MEK – NOT MUCH BETTER.
This chemical is often used in "Toluene-free"
adhesives, and it does indeed not have the
same adverse health effects as the substance it
replaced – instead, it can cause other health
problems just as severe. MEK (Methyl-Ethyl-

Ketone or Butanone) can damage nerve cells,
and in combination with many other solvents
that are commonly used, it also carries a risk
of permanent brain damage; very long term, of
course, but still a risk that you might not want
to take.
Both Toluene and MEK won't cause all this
from a one-time exposure – but many people
who have been working with any of them for a
long time have experienced side effects, not to
their pleasure. These effects have been documented e.g. by American and European Work
Safety organizations and all that information is
available online nowadays.
ARE THERE ALTERNATIVES?
Even if you are not using much adhesive, you
might also not have as much fume extraction
and other safety precautions in place as e.g. a
large-scale industrial manufacturing plant has
them. But even if you are using a fume extraction system more hazardous solvents mean
that dangers can result even from small quantities left in the air. And where do all the solvents go as they evaporate? Do you really want
to expose yourself, your employees, and your
patients to dangerous solvent vapors? Or how
about the stores next to you in your premium
location? If you are looking for an alternative,
always make sure that the product you choose
is at least free of Toluene and MEK. This way,
you avoid the two largest risks.
Where do these solvents occur? Most oldfashioned contact cements still have them, as
well as the very useful Rubber Cement (Rubber Solution – that is basically Natural Rubber
dissolved in Toluene!). "VOC-free" adhesives
often contain MEK, so these are maybe not
the best idea. If you go for a modern product,
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HOW SAFE IS THE AIR
YOU BREATHE?
you usually have the additional advantage of
avoiding the ugly brown glue line. There are
products on the market now that dry almost
completely clear, and while they still contain
solvents, these are at least the less toxic kind.
THE SAFEST WAY: GO WATER-BASED!
If you really want to go "all the way" in regard
to health and safety, and especially if you are
working in a small and enclosed space, you
might really want to try the newly available
water-based adhesives, developed for many
applications like EVA lamination, vacuum
moulding material, topcovers on milled-out
insoles, leather work on AFOs, etc.
Unfortunately, most shoe-modifications still require a solvent-based product. There has been
a lot of development work, but there are still
some technical limits to water-based products.
For the right job, they are great, but not for
some other common applications, like work on
the bottom of a shoe. There are several types
available: water-based contact cements, as well
as water-based replacements for the old Rubber Solution. However, here there are differences: if you open the can and jump a few feet
backwards from the smell alone, you've noticeably encountered the natural latex-based variant. Recognizable by the pungent Ammonia
smell and the poor bonding strength. Instead,
try a Neoprene-based adhesive (replacement
for contact cement or rubber solution), or a
PVA-based product (non-permanent, e.g. for
sewing). They are both easier on the nose and
also yield much better bonding results.
Some adjustment is required if you decide to
change the adhesive you are currently using.
One should remember that this is just like
switching to a new and different tool or ma-

chine: you can't just keep working exactly like
you did before, but adjust a little to what the
new tool or machine can or cannot do. Same
thing with adhesives: they are often quite
minor, but there are differences in application,
e.g. a different drying or open time. Especially
when working with a water-based product for
the first time, you should take care to follow
the usage instructions. These products can
yield excellent results, but only if used correctly.
For a long time, using the old-fashioned products with toxic solvents was the only option.
Fortunately, that has changed in the past years.
Now, there are products available that yield
the same or even much better results, at a
greatly reduced risk to your health! They
might be a little more expensive – but how
expensive is your health? -END
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•

•

NEW HEALTHCARE E X P A N

•

Key provisions under the new federal healthcare
mandate offer a significant opportunity for
practitioners to expand their therapeutic shoe
program. Preventative care is is one of the main
components of health care reform. Before the
introduction of the Affordable Care Act more
than 32 million people went uninsured in
our country. Living poor and uninsured has
increased disadvantages over the years.
Previously, the uninsured were left with fewer
health care options. Economic barriers restrict
low income consumers to neighborhood clinics
by working with limited resources. Many
of their medical supplies are charity based.
Before the introduction of the Affordable Care
Act diabetes was defined as a pre-existing
condition. The newly diagnosed diabetic
population is getting younger and younger every
year. Most diabetics are not introduced to the
therapeutic shoe program until they are eligible
to receive their Medicare benefits. The newly
insured opens a floodgate of new opportunities
for Orthotics & Prosthetic professionals. The
expansion of the healthcare charts a dramatic

•
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•

transformation in more revenue for the
DEMEPOS and health care practitioners.
Medicaid expansion allows for additional
federal funds to be used to cover uninsured
adults under the age of 65 years that fall within
the poverty income guideline of 133% below
the federal poverty level. A large population of
the Medicaid expansion group is normally at
higher risk for diabetes and obesity due to lower
income levels and limited healthcare options. In
states that opted to expand Medicaid, Orthotics
& Prosthetic practitioners can bridge the gap
with the therapeutic shoe program in rural
areas. Health care plans that are classified
under Medicaid expansion also include chronic
disease management programs. Standard
reimbursement under Medicaid expansion will
have a flat schedule fee for the therapeutic
shoes and custom inserts that are covered in
the plan's explanation of benefits. However
the percentages of reimbursement will differ
according to which health plan the consumer
select.

•

•

•

S I O N IN RELATION TO PEDORTHICS
BY LATORIA HOWARD-ANDERSON

•

•

Cost barriers are identified as a key issue for
men and women completing their preventive
exams. Under Section 2713 of the ACA,
private health plans must provide coverage
for a range of preventive services and may not
impose house that sharing such as co-payment,
deductibles and coinsurance on patients
receiving these services. These requirements
apply to all private plan including individual
group large and self–insurance plans in which,
employers' contract administrative services to
a third party with the exception of those plans
that are grandfathered in.

with wellness and prevention benefits. The
diabetes self-management training benefit
details the therapeutic shoes and inserts
coverage if cover it hundred percent these
are all classified under diabetes supplies and
services Diabetes outpatient management
training and additional benefits are available
for medically necessary foot care for individuals
with diagnosis of diabetes.

In relation to the therapeutic shoe program
rehabilitative services are classified under
preventive care. The introduction of adequate
preventive care for patients suffering from
type 2 diabetes is essential. The Affordable
Care Act will increase the use of comfort of
the comprehensive diabetic foot exam and the
fitting of therapeutic shoes among the diabetic
population. Although it is the individual
insurance companies responsibility when it
comes to Orthotics & Prosthetic in association

•

Practitioners and DEMPOS organizations
should consult high level insurance consultants
on newly available managed care plans. ACA
plans vary according to county. Practices
that service multiple states need to maintain
contracts with multiple insurers, and review
the levels of coverage according to the metallic
levels. Some of the least expensive plans are
coupled with large deductibles. The staff needs
to focus on checking the benefits of the plans
of a regular basis before the date of service.
The Orthotic & Prosthetic industry needs
to focus and increasing their knowledge of
the healthcare mandate, and having enough
resources to serve the newly insured.

•
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THERAPEUTIC SHOE BILL MATTERS
BY DON COOPER, C.PED

This 3 part correspondence is direct communication between a Pedorthist & Congress in
reference to the Therapeutic Shoe Bill. Don Cooper contacted two of our Senators and our
Congresswoman in reference to the harsh audits from Medicare.

BACKGROUND
THE MEDICARE PROGRAM
The Medicare Therapeutic Shoe Program was implemented in 1994. The
program was created to reduce the incidence of diabetic foot ulceration
and amputation by providing a team approach to care and by providing
at-risk patients with one pair of extra-depth or custom molded shoes plus
three pair of custom molded inserts per year.
ELIGIBILITY
Despite the benefit of offering eligible patients footwear at little or no cost,
there is less than 5% utilization of this important program. At Cooper's
Footcare Facility, we try to teach the importance of correct footwear and
the prevention of diabetic foot ulcerations. If you believe that you may be
eligible for this Medicare program, contact us. We will provide you with the
information and paperwork needed to get your shoes and inserts.
WHY IS THE THERAPEUTIC SHOE PROGRAM RIGHT FOR YOU?
With the passage of the Therapeutic Shoe Bill, Medicare (Part B) extended
coverage to diabetic patients for footwear and inserts. Protective footwear
helps prevent 54,000 amputations that occur each year.
WHAT IS COVERED?
Coverage is limited to one of the following within one calendar year:
• One Pair of off-the-Shelf Depth Shoes and Three Additional Pairs of
Molded Multi-Density Inserts
• One Pair of off-the-Shelf Depth Shoes, including Modification, and One
Additional Pair of Molded Multi-Density Inserts
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June 8, 2015
Senator John Cornyn
U.S. Senator for Texas
Dear Senator
business in SW Fort Worth for 56
My name is Don Cooper, and we have been in the shoe
believed that if we did what is right,
years. We are a small family owned operation, and always
as Medicare providers, many of my
the American government would do so as well. However,
world government would do. This
colleagues and myself have been beat up worse than a third
Texans, but the American people!
not only affects us as providers and practitioners, or even
Friends, family, and people we know and care about!
What we do:
work with Medicare patients that
As an accredited facilit y, and credentialed individuals, we
complications, save their feet and in
have diabetes, and together we do our best to prevent foot
some cases, their lives.
about individuals with diabetes:
Just a few facts from the American Diabetes Association
with diabetes are far more
• According to the American Diabetes Association, people
diabetes.
likely to have a foot or leg amputated than those without
risk for neuropathy, foot ulcers,
• Why? As a result of diabetes, these people are more at
and poor circulation.
ability to feel pain, heat, and
• Neuropathy, or diabetic nerve damage, can lessen your
injury. You could have a tack
cold. Loss of feeling often means you may not feel a foot
ng. Blisters can also occur,
knowi
t
withou
day
or stone in your shoe and walk on it all
infection occurs. Nerve
an
and
down
breaks
and it may not be known until the skin
and therapeutic shoes are
toes,
and
feet
the
of
damage can also lead to changes in shape
into regular shoes.
recommended, rather than forcing deformed feet and toes
of people with diabetes.
• Calluses occur more often and build up faster on the feet
As calluses thicken, they can
foot.
the
These calluses are due to high-pressure areas under
and further complications.
ion
infect
to
break down and turn into ulcers, which can lead
on the bottom of the big toe.
• Foot ulcers most often occur on the ball of the foot, or
shoes.
Ulcers on the sides of the foot are usually due to poorly fitting
diabetes have peripheral
• Poor Circulation, or poor blood flow. Many people with
Diabetes causes blood vessels
arterial disease (PAD), which reduces blood flow to the feet.
the foot less able to fight
of the foot and leg to narrow and harden, which can make
infections and heal.
r care and proper footwear.
• Nearly every diabetic amputation is preventable with regula
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• Studies have shown a correla
tion bet ween diabetic lower
extremity amputations and
reduced life span.
Which leads me to the Thera
peutic Shoe Bill. The Thera
peutic Shoe Bill was put in pla
reduce the complications asso
ce to
ciated with the diabetic foot.
Studies show that these benefit
greatly reduced diabetic foot
s have
complications and amputatio
ns.
However, what began as Me
dicare's attempt to reduce frau
dulent claims has got ten out
control; leaving many benefic
of
iaries without benefits, and ma
ny providers in the hands of
Medicare bullies.
A great many of Texas Medic
are beneficiaries and providers
have been, and will continue
affected by Medicare's harsh
to be
audits. Beginning in Januar
y 2014 Medicare began to scru
and audit 25% of all the diabet
tini
ze
ic shoes and inserts that legitim
ate facilities like myself deliver
Providers are held to the stan
ed.
dard that we are responsible
for what the MD or DO has
progress notes about their ow
in their
n patient. In the circumstan
ces that the doctor signs for
for diabetic shoes, but does not
the need
make specific enough notes
about the diabetes or qualify
foot condition(s), Medicare hol
ing
ds us responsible. Further, wh
en the documentation suppor
the patient's need for the sho
ting
es are provided, if they are pro
vided by the beneficiary's wo
specialist, or any physician oth
und
er than the primary care doc
tor treating the patient for his
diabetes, Medicare will deny.
or her
This is discouraging to patien
ts in desperate need for the ben
or patients that have already
efit,
had a lower extremity amput
ation. Amputations for diabet
and related hospital stays hav
ic feet,
e steadily been reduced since
this program went into effect
years ago. A former Medicare
several
Medical director said that this
program provided one of the
results for money spent. Hospit
best
al stays and amputations along
with follow up add up to big
money, this preventive progra
m has proven to reduce money
spent on that. However, these
statistics will again increase
as more and more beneficiari
es are denied these benefits,
program diminishes.
and the
We commend Medicare for
taking action and preventing
fraudulent claims; however,
are a small, honest and legitim
we
ate business trying to “keep the
bullies from taking our lunch
money”. Medicare's strict qua
lifying guidelines and ever cha
nging and increasing paperw
requirements are deterring phy
ork
sicians from qualifying their
patient's for this benefit. In add
many providers are no longer
ition,
providing these benefits to the
patient. This is put ting an inc
and unnecessar y burden on
rea
sed
patient's that are entitled and
truly need this benefit. There
you can see, providers like us
fore, as
are not the only ones hurting
from these numerous and inc
audits, but the beneficiaries
reasing
are as well. Medicare is being
unfair with funding for this
and put ting people's health at
ben
efit,
risk. Medicare is being ver y
short-sighted, and believes the
saving costs; however, withou
y
are
t this benefit, hospital and me
dical costs will begin to increa
diabetic foot complications con
se as
tinue to rise.
Thank you in advance for you

r understanding and attentio
n in this matter.

Sincerely,

Don Cooper

Don Cooper, Cer tified Pedorth
ist
Coopers Footcare Facility
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Clinical Assessment & Orthotic
Recommendations for the
Cavus Foot
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Photo: Case courtesy of Dr Mark Holland. From the case,
http://radiopaedia.org/cases/19425.
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CEP
The scope of this article will review the etiology of a cavus
foot, structural concerns, common signs and symptoms,
gait implications, and discuss orthotic specifications that
can help to minimize risk of injury and other postural
concerns associated with the cavus foot. This article is
available for Continuing Education Unit (CEU) credit.

The cavus foot-type is often the bane of the Pedorthic
clinician, providing a challenge to provide an appropriate
biomechanically-sound orthosis without too much bulk.
Because of the uniqueness of this foot-type, there are a
multitude of signs/symptoms as well as postural implications
up the kinetic chain into the trunk. There needs to be careful
consideration of proper orthotic posting and design to effectively
treat foot and ankle symptoms, as well as reduce abnormal
postural responses. The scope of this article will review the
etiology of a cavus foot, structural concerns, common signs and
symptoms, gait implications, and discuss orthotic specifications
that can help to minimize risk of injury and other postural
concerns associated with the cavus foot.
Pes Cavus is a Latin term meaning “hollow foot”, also called
talipes cavus, cavoid foot, or simply “high-arched”. It is a multiplanar foot deformity characterized by an abnormally high
medial longitudinal arch, an inverted hindfoot, an adducted
forefoot, a plantar flexed 1st metatarsal, and clawing of the toes
[9]. A Pes Cavus foot will typically remain “high-arched” even
on weight bearing [10]. While overly pronated foot types are
more common, the high arched cavus foot has the potential for
significant pathological findings at the foot, lower extremity and
pelvis; and it is present in about 10% of the general population
[9,10].

Read This Article,
Take Survey to
Earn Continuing
Education Points
The Pedorthic Footcare Association
(PFA) offers Continuing Education Points
(CEPs), approved by the American Board
for Certification in Orthotics, Prosthetics
& Pedorthics, Inc. (ABC) and the Board
of Certification/Accreditation (BOC), via
specially designated articles within Current
Pedorthics magazine.
To take advantage of the program,
thoroughly read the adjacent CEU article
and then visit:
www.pedorthics.org and click on the
Continuing Education Opportunities tab to
purchase the 10-question quiz associated
with this article. CEP quizzes cost $15 for
members and $25 for non-members. The
quizzes are worth 1.0 Scientific or Business
CEP, depending on the content. Successful
completion of the quiz will result in 1.0 CEP
reported directly to ABC and BOC at the
end of each quarter.
Look for additional CEP-eligible articles in
future issues of the magazine; previous
articles are available in the magazine archive
at www.pedorthics.org.
If you have any questions, contact
PFA, at (229) 389-3440 or e-mail:
ceu@pedorthics.org.

Pes Cavus feet are commonly classified as [2,5,6,9,10]:
• Neuromuscular diseases such as poliomyelitis and CharcotMarie Tooth disease (CMT)
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• Congenital Conditions – such as
Cerebral Palsy or Congenital Club
Foot; or,

This type of pes cavus primarily
occurs after paralysis of the triceps
surae due to poliomyelitis [9].

• Nerve Trauma;

The remainder of this article will
relate to the typical pedorthic
management of the structural
components of the pes cavus
foot. The reader should keep
in mind that in more extreme
cases involving muscle atrophy
or paralysis, as with nerve trauma
or poliomyelitis, bracing above
the ankle may be necessary.
As pedorthists, we will at times
encounter subtle to severe pes cavus
patients presenting with common
symptoms including lateral ankle
instability, peroneal tendonitis,
heel pain, sesamoiditis and lower
back pain. Understanding the
components of the cavus condition
can help the pedorthist design the
most effective orthotic device.

• Idiopathic – A significant
percentage of cases have no
known etiology and are considered
idiopathic.
Three main types of Pes Cavus
have been identified:
1. Pure Pes Cavus (figure
1) – This is a sagittal plane
deformity, occurring either at the
tarsometatarsal joint or Chopart’s
joint that results in plantar flexion
of the forefoot relative to the
rearfoot. When the metatarsals
are plantar flexed relative to the
hindfoot (equinus) it creates an
abnormally high arch [1]. The
plantar flexed forefoot forces the
hindfoot into dorsiflexion, but it
also contributes to more proximal
postural compensations such as
knee hyperextension (recurvatum)
and an increased lumbar lordosis.

- figure 1 Pure Pes Cavus

- figure 2 Pes Cavovarus

2. Pes Cavovarus (figure 2) – This
type is the most common type of
Pes Cavus and is evidenced by a
large rearfoot varus alignment, a
plantar flexed 1st metatarsal, and
clawing of the toes. It is most
often seen in neuromuscular
disorders such as CMT, but can
also be idiopathic [2,4,6,11].
3. Pes Calcaneocavus (figure 3) –
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- figure 3 Pes Calcaneocavus

In a previous article we discuss that
there are 6 functional foot groups
(called “Quads”) that present as a
child matures into their adult foot
form (see Current Pedorthics May/
June 2015). The cavus foot types
would fall into either the “Quad
C” (subtle cavus) foot type; or,
the “Quad A” (severe cavus) foot
group. One’s “foot type” or shape
is created by the unique triplanar
coupling of the hindfoot and the
forefoot. In the cavus foot, potential
components to consider will
include degree of varus angulation
of the hindfoot (rearfoot varus);

Foot Tyoe Photos: Courtsey of Roberta Nole
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presence of a forefoot equinus or valgus; and first
ray (and fifth ray) positioning.
Uncompensated Rearfoot Varus
(C Quad Foot Type):

- figure 4 -

1

2 3
4 5

An uncompensated rearfoot varus exists when
the subtalar joint (STJ) cannot pronate and
therefore lacks calcaneal eversion (frontal plane
deformity). The result of this excessive varus
rearfoot alignment is a locked position of the
midtarsal joint (MTJ), resulting in a rigid foot
type with lack of natural shock attenuation. The
uncompensated rearfoot varus, when coupled with
a neutral forefoot alignment, is often referred to
as a subtle cavus foot. These “under-pronators”
have a tendency to overload the lateral column
of the foot and often acquire an excessive toe-out
gait from the hips in order to more easily load the
medial column (figure 4). The greater the degree
of heel inversion (varus), the higher the arch and
the greater the extent of the out-toe gait (figure 5).
This foot type may occur with or without forefoot
equinus. In some cases the first ray will plantar
flex in an attempt to help load the medial column
of the foot but in most cases will fail to successful
achieve that mission. Ultimately in gait, final
propulsion will occur over the medial aspect of the
1st MTH and hallux, creating a large “pinched”
callus of the great toe. Symptoms that are common
to this foot type include lateral Achilles insertional
tendinitis, Haglund’s deformity; as well as lower
back pain, hip pain, and iliotibial band syndrome
due to contracture of the lateral hip rotators.
Forefoot Valgus/Plantarflexed First Ray:

- figure 5 The greater the degree of heel inversion (varus), the higher the arch and the
greater the extent of the out-toe gait.

When the uncompensated rearfoot varus couples
with a valgus forefoot, it is then that we begin
to see the appearance of the severe cavus foot. A
structural forefoot valgus is caused by a rotational
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malalignment of the talar head and neck (frontal
plan deformity). This may be mimicked or
exacerbated by the presence of a rigid plantar
flexed first ray (sagittal plane deformity). There
is significant force exerted on the 1st MTH at
foot flat that increases throughout midstance and
propulsion. Early loading of the medial forefoot
has an adductory impact on the limb and results in
a linear gait pattern, creating a very narrow based
gait – like a tight rope walker. If the forefoot valgus
/ plantar flexed first ray is significant, there will be
potential for severe over-supination in gait leading
to potential for lateral ankle instability and heavy
1st MTH callousing. The 5th MTH will also
callous due to over supination late in the gait cycle.
In some cases, the 5th met will plantar flex in
an attempt to stabilize the foot laterally. This can
lead to lesser toe clawing and dorsal corns, as well
as damaged nail beds. Other potential symptoms
can include peroneus longus tendinitis, often
evidenced as lateral distal shin pain just proximal
to the ankle, heel pain, lateral knee pain, 5th
meta-base trauma, sesamoiditis, and hypermobility
of the 1st ray.

- figure 6 -

Orthotic Considerations
When thinking about the specific orthotic
corrections, it is important to consider the primary
components of the cavus foot type and the
biomechanical implications. Orthotic correction
should be primarily based on the biomechanics of
the foot type and not just the symptoms.
• The ideal negative impressions are plaster non
weight bearing STN slipper casts. This plaster
model will give the most accurate portrayal of the
FF valgus alignment relative to the heel bisection,
and it will also give the most detail to the plantar
flexed first ray and forefoot equinus.
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1

4 5
2 3

- figure 7 A structural forefoot valgus is caused
by a rotational malalignment of the talar
head and neck (frontal plan deformity).

- figure 8 Anatomical model showing the inner structure of the Pes Cavus Foot

• Minimal arch fill: Many practitioners are “gun
shy” as to how much to support the arch of the
cavus foot. We personally find minimal arch fill is
indicated. Cavus feet actually “crave” arch support
the most as all of their weight is carried through
the forefoot and heel, with minimal to no weight
taken through the arch. Gently supporting the
arch will not induce over-supination if the orthotic
is posted properly, and it will provide the benefit of
unloading the heel and forefoot.
• Extrinsic lateral forefoot posting will usually be
necessary in more extreme cases (involving forefoot
valgus) to control over-supination in propulsion.
• Channels and Cutouts: When extrinsic forefoot
posting is used, consider adding a first ray channel

and cutout to accommodate a rigid plantar
flexed first ray if present. This will increase the
effectiveness of the lateral forefoot posting and
further reduce pressure on the sesamoids. A Fifth
ray channel can be incorporated as well to help
reduce pressure on the fifth ray when it is found to
be plantar flexed.
• A high lateral heel clip and lateral border flare
is helpful to keep the foot from sliding laterally off
of the orthotic. The lateral heel clip may also work
as a proprioceptive reminder; at contact phase, the
heel will feel the lateral flange of the heel cup and
will naturally want to center itself toward midline
to get away from the lateral heel cup.
• Heel lifts, or shoes with elevated heels, are
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recommended when there is an associated forefoot
equinus. This will decrease knee hyperextension
and lumbar lordosis.
• Lateral Rearfoot posting? The rearfoot is
typically posted at the STJ neutral position. Lateral
posting of the rearfoot beyond this neutral position
is typically not helpful and may actually cause
injury or discomfort. The uncompensated rearfoot
varus of this magnitude is often anatomically
unable to evert beyond its neutral position. Any
attempt to laterally post the STJ from this neutral
position will usually not evert the STJ. It will apply
a pronatory force to the ankle and may actually
gap the medial knee joint, causing medial knee
pain and potential for injury.
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• Materials: Practitioners have a wide variety
of material options at their disposal. Semi-rigid
materials should be utilized in order to have
effective control of over-supination. Soft orthotics
are often prescribed, but given the rigidity of this
foot and the inherent lateral instability, soft foam
materials will not hold up under the heavy impact
of this foot type, and the soft materials will also
not provide the stability needed for lateral posting.
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Revolutionize the way
you look at FEET with
our Biomechanical
Webinar Series!
D

E

F

ABC Approved 1.5 Cat 1 (S) MCE each
Web 1: Age Specific Protocols for Treatment of Pediatric
Flat Feet
C

Web 2: An Introduction to Functional Foot Typing: What
is a “Normal Foot”?
Web 3: Common Preteen and Adolescent Pathologies
by Foot Type
Web 4: Clinical Assessment & Orthotic Recommendations
for the Cavus Foot

D

Web 5: Age Specific Changes to the Planus Foot
Web 6: Clinical Assessment & Orthotic Recommendations
for an Uncompensated Forefoot Varus

E

F

Sign up NOW for all 6 Webinars (for
9 MCE total) and SAVE $200!
For more information and a listing of events go to
thequadrastepsystem.com/education or email us at
info@thequadrastepsystem.com

877.792.4669
TM

the alternative to custom orthotics

our
Blog

maker of the QUADRASTEP SYSTEM® and littleSTEPS® foot orthotics
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MARKETPLACE
HELPWANTED

Part time to expand
to full time position
Certified Shoe fitter, Certified
Pedorthist to service New York and
or New Jersey area.
Will train. Salary plus commission.
Benefits.
Send your resume to:
gmandel@ampedfoot.com

HELPWANTED

Looking for full time
position
Full-time Certified Pedorthist,
Certified Shoe Fitter in Minnesota
area.
Salary, Benefits.
Send your resume to:
charris@dncshoes.com

HELPWANTED

Part time to expand
to full time position
We are looking for a Certified
Pedorthist to join our team in
Sacramento, CA. Someone with
pedorthic experience will be
considered depending on length
and type of experience. Three days
a week to start with the possibility
of expanding to full time. Currently,
we are open Monday – Friday, 7:15
– 4:00.
Salary, Benefits.
Send your resume to:
lorna@streamlineorthopedic.com

Please write RESUME in the subject
line of your email.
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GET THE
WORD OUT!
Listing a SALE or a JOB OFFER,
let Current Pedorthics reach your
target audience!

To place a classified ad:
Email: classifieds@pedorthics.org | Fax: (888) 563-0945

PRODUCTS&SERVICES
This reference guide is intended solely to make it easier for individuals, facilities and companies to locate pedorthic products. Companies
listed in the guide are PFA vendor/manufacturer members. Companies may produce additional products beyond those listed, and most
companies are pleased to provide additional information on request. As a courtesy to our readers, Current Pedorthics has noted the year
the company joined PFA in parentheses after the company’s name. Inclusion in this list does not suggest or imply PFA endorsement
of companies or products. Vendor/Manufacturer members are encouraged to keep their listing up-to-date. To arrange changes in your
company’s listing, email: info@pedorthics.org.
always been made in the USA. Visit our
website for additional products.

Acor (1979)
Custom and comfort footwear, inserts and
materials. Originator of Tri-Lam and P-Cell.
Cleveland, OH
Phone: (800) 237-2267
Fax: (216) 662-4547
Email: email@acor.com
Website: www.acor.com

Aetrex Worldwide, Inc. (1973)
Aetrex Worldwide has been a supplier of
footcare products for 60 years. Aetrex’s
brands include Aetrex® and Apex
Footwear, Lynco® Orthotics, iStep® and
raw materials.
Teaneck, NJ
Phone: (800) 526-2739
Fax: (201) 833-1485
Email: info@aetrex.com
Website: www.aetrex.com

Affinity Insurance Services,
Inc. (1998)
Affinity Insurance Services administers
the PFA product and malpractice
liability insurance program. Designed for
pedorthists, insurance protection can be
customized for each‑PFA member.
Chicago, IL
Phone: (800) 544-2672
Fax: (312) 922-9321

Akaishi (2013)
Akaishi strives to provide an unfailing
level of comfort and satisfaction to each
customer.
After years of research into the structure
of women’s feet and legs, AKAISHI has
discovered the key to long term foot care
and health. Through rigorous functional
testing, each line of Akaishi products is
able to afford wearers with unsurpassed
comfort and support. Following
overwhelming success in Japan, AKAISHI
aims to bring comfort and health to the
feet of women throughout the world.
Gardena, CA
E-mail: kurato.sato@akaishiusa.com
Website: www.akaishiusa.com

Amfit Inc. (1996)
Since 1977, Amfit has elevated custom
foot orthotics in the computer age. From
diabetic care to professional athletes and
beyond – Amfit 3D contact technology
offers innovative, user-friendly tools to
create the exact results you desire. From
small scale operations to large labs.
Where technology fits. Perfectly. Amfit is
your custom foot orthotic partner.
Vancouver, WA
Phone: (800) 356-3668
Fax: (360) 566-1380
Email: sales@amfit.com
Website: www.amfit.com

Apis Footwear Company
(2000)
Mt. Emry therapeutic line - accommodate,
never correct! We have the shoes to
accommodate charcot, edema, hammer
toes, bunions & RA. Whether for depth,
width or even for shape, select from our
variety of styles to fit that special foot of
your patient.
S. El Monte, CA
Phone: 626-448-8905
Fax: 626-448-8783
E-mail: sales@apisfootwear.com
Web site: www.bignwideshoes.com

Arizona AFO, Inc. (2003)
Arizona AFO manufacturers a line of
medical ankle braces for the treatment
of foot disorders. The Arizona AFO line is
used by physicians and practitioners as a
way to increase mobility, avoid pain, avoid
surgery and provide a better quality of life.
Mesa, AZ
Phone: (480) 222-1580
Fax: (480) 461-5187
Email: don@arizonaafo.com
Website: www.arizonaafo.com

Bestsole, Inc. (2010)
We manufacture and distribute a glycerinefilled, therapeutic, massaging insole.
Our insoles will massage your feet and
increase circulation to your feet. They
are also excellent shock absorbers for
your feet, knees, hips and back. One
pair fits in all shoes. Our insoles are
machine washable. We offer a two-year
replacement warranty. Our insoles have

Boynton Beach, FL
Phone: (866) 301-3338
Fax: (561) 547-4684
Email: bestsole3@bellsouth.net
Website: www.massaginginsoles.com

Bintz Company, Inc. (1991)
Distributor of pre-molded orthotics,
comfort foot products, fitting aids and
sheet goods. Products from Birkenstock,
Birko Orthopadie, Pedag, Powerstep,
Spenco, Pedifix, Knit-Rite, Hapad,
Rieckens PQ and more.
Wheaton, IL
Phone: (800) 235-8458
Fax: (630) 653-5077
Email: bintz@bintzco.com
Website: www.bintzco.com

Bunion Bootie (2014)
Say good-bye to painful rigid splints, pads
that do not stay in place, and spacers that
are difficult to walk in. Bunion Bootie is
the complete bunion treatment package;
protective, supportive, comfortable, and
not to mention, discreet. Truly one-of-akind in the world of bunion treatments.
The newest in bunion treatment to help
manage your bunion pain and best of all it doesn’t involve surgery!
San Luis Obispo, CA
Phone: (877) 208-4540
Email: Lisa@BunionBootie.com
Website: www.BunionBootie.com

C.N. Waterhouse Leather Co.,
Inc. (1998)
Manufacturer and distributor of fine
leathers, woolskins, suede pig-skins,
sheet goods and adhesives for use in
the pedorthic footwear and orthopedic
industries.

Birkenstock USA, LP (1990)

Hyannis, MA
Phone: (800) 322-1177
Fax: (508) 771-2300
E-mail: info@waterhouseleather.com
Website: www.waterhouseleather.com

U.S. distributor of Birkenstock sandals,
shoes, clogs and arch supports, and also
representing Footprints shoes and Birko
Orthopadie arch supports.
Novato, CA
Phone: (800) 949-7301
Fax: (415) 884-3250
Email: kwiltz@birkenstockusa.com
Website: www.birkenstockusa.com

Brooks Sports, Inc. (2001)
Brooks Sports, Inc., is proud of our hardearned reputation for engineering footwear
that provides the perfect ride for every
stride. Brooks works to ensure that all of our
footwear products meet the biomechanical
needs of runners, enhance comfort, and aid
in the prevention of running-related injury.
We’re dedicated to reducing running injury
risk and have aligned ourselves with some
of the top researchers around the work to
tackle this.
Bothell, WA
Phone: (800) 2-BROOKS
Fax: (425) 483-8181
Email: shoeguy@seattleshoe.com
Website: www.brooksrunning.com

Dr. Comfort (2004)
Dr. Comfort manufactures, warehouses
and distributes the finest quality extradepth shoes for diabetics or patients who
need quality comfort shoes.
Mequon, WI
Phone: (800) 992-3580
Fax: (262) 242-9300
Email: info@drcomfort.com
Website: www.drcomfort.com

Drew Shoe Corporation
(1968)
Men’s and women’s depth and comfort
footwear in over 150 sizes.
Lancaster, OH
Phone: (800) 837-3739
Fax: 740-654-4979
Email: customerservice@drewshoe.com
Website: www.drewshoe.com
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Goodhew: a sock for every walk in the
walk of life.

Finn Comfort (1993)
Luxury comfort footwear. Men’s and
women’s walking shoes, sandals and
boots featuring removable/modifiable
orthopedic footbeds. Hand-crafted in
Germany.
Thousand Oaks, CA
Phone: (805) 375-0038
Fax: (805) 375-0848
Email: info@kannercorp.net
Website: www.finncomfort.com

Foot Solutions (2012)
Feet are your foundation for life. At Foot
Solutions, we use the most advanced
technology combined with a full
understanding of biomechanics of feet
and gait, along with the highest quality
footwear on the planet to fit your unique
feet. Through our customized solutions,
we will improve your comfort and body
alignment and help you achieve better
health through your feet.

Chattanooga, TN
Phone: 423-643-0821
Fax: 423-643-0825
E-mail: eeckardt@goodhew.us.com
Web site: www.goodhew.us.com

Guard Industries, Inc. (1996)
Components for shoe care, foot comfort,
orthotics and prosthetics. Complete listing
of available products will be sent upon
request.
St. Louis, MO
Phone: (800) 535-3508
Fax: (314) 534-0035
Email: guard@il.net
Website: www.guardmfg.com

Haflinger/Highlander
(Gerda Hoehm) (1999)
Boiled wool slippers, latex arch support,
felt and leather clogs, cork molded
footbed. Highlander is Gerda Hoehm’s new
high-quality comfort line with a removable
footbed. Both Haflinger and Highlander are
made in Germany.

Marietta, GA
Phone: (888) FIT-FOOT
Fax: (770) 953-6270
Website: www.footsolutions.com

New York, NY
Phone: (212) 949-6767
Fax: (212) 949-8833
Email: haflingerny@worldnet.att.net

Frankford Leather Company,
Inc. (1997)

Hapad, Inc. (1988)

Frankford Leather Co., Inc., is your single
source supplier for your pedorthic shoe
repair and shoe store supply needs.
In stock, more than 8,000 products
are available for immediate shipment.
Representing major brands and lines
like Vibram, Soletech, Spenco, Powerstep,
Pedifix, Pedors, Orthofeet, Kiwi; shoe
care, adhesives, leather and more. Free
catalog available.
Bensalem, PA
Phone: (800) 245-5555
Fax: (215) 244-4411
Email: sales@frankfordleather.com
Website: www.frankfordleather.com

Gadean Footwear (2010)
Gadean Footwear is the largest
orthopaedic shoemaker in Australia.
Gadean Footwear provides retailers with
washable slippers, motion shoes, fashion
shoes, depth shoes, removable insole
sandals and many more products.
Malaga, Western Australia, Australia
Phone: 61-8-92486533
Fax: 61-8-92486711
Email: info@gadeanfootwear.com.au
Website: www.gadeanfootwear.com.au

Goodhew, LLC (2012)

Hapad is a leading manufacturer of 100%
natural wool felt foot products and sports
replacement insoles used for conservative
management of common, painful foot
complaints. Correctly skived and adhesive
backed for a quick and easy fit, Hapad
products are an affordable alternative to
custom made devices or they can be used
to make custom modifications.
Bethel Park, PA
Phone: (800) 544-2723
Fax: (800) 232-9427
Email: info@hapad.com
Website: www.hapad.com

Honeywell Safety Products
(2013)
NEOS overshoes provide a tough barrier
between everyday footwear and the
harsh elements of nature. Wear over your
favorite, comfortable shoes or boots with
confidence that feet and footwear will
stay warm and dry. NEOS are extremely
lightweight and easy to get on and off.
With different heights, insulation and
traction to offer the right amount of
protection, NEOS has you covered.
Smithfield, RI
Phone: (401) 757-2503
Fax: (401) 233-7641
E-mail: jennifer.stritzinger@honeywell.com
Website: www.overshoe.com

Goodhew, a leader in the ModernCraft
movement, spins fresh designs, natural
performance yarns, and the heritage of
American craftsmanship to create high
performance socks for the everyday world.
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ING Source, Inc. (2013)
ING Source, Inc. is a consumer health
and medical device manufacturer selling
products world-wide. Our origins were
in design, development, sourcing and
marketing consulting. ING Source holds
several patents, and is the creator of the
innovative OrthoSleeve Branded products
of FS6 Compression Foot Sleeve; CS6
Compression Calf Sleeve; KS6 Patella
Knee Sleeve; ES6 Compression Elbow
Sleeve; and the DermaSox Foot Treatment
System. ING Source also offers OEM for
compression wear and orthopedic support
in sports, rehabilitation and Diabetic Foot
Care to numerous premium brands.
Hickory, NC
Phone: (828) 855-0481
Fax: (877) 635-1521
E-mail: dhiggins@ingsource.com
Website: www.ingsource.com

J.H. Cook & Sons, Inc. (2004)
Shoe modification components, foot
comfort products and shoe repair supplies.
Products from Aetrex, Spenco, Vibram and
Soletech.
Granite Quarry, NC
Phone: (704) 279-5568
Fax: (704) 279-5261
Email: jhcooka@windstream.net

KLM Laboratories (2006)
An industry leader in the manufacture of
foot orthotics and insoles, specializing in
custom orthotics, pre-fabricated orthotics,
orthotic insoles and orthotic materials.
Valencia, CA
Phone: (800) 556-3668
Fax: (800) 556-3338
Email: cservice@klmlabs.com
Website: www.klmlabs.com

Klogs-USA (2007)
KLOGS®, headquartered in Sullivan, MO
is a part of the Latitudes, Inc., family of
Komfort brands. Utilizing proprietary
polyurethane components and slip-last
construction, KLOGS® offers premium
comfort footwear designed to fit the
anatomical features of the foot and provide
instant wearability while eliminating
a “break-in” period. With removable
footbeds to accommodate custom
orthotics, a broad range of sizes and
widths to ensure proper fit, slip-resistant
outsoles and replaceable footbeds,
KLOGS® is dedicated to providing “WOW”
Komfort in every step.
www.wowkomfort.com
Sullivan, MO
Phone: (573) 468-5564
Fax: (573) 468-5560
E-mail: Jennifer@latitudesinc.com

JMS Plastics Supply (1992)
JMS is the first U.S. company to have
Silpure in our nylon top cover on our
Neolon. Silpure is an advanced antimicrobial protection that provides proven
anti-bacterial properties of silver. Available
in 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm sheets. Our
Neolon with Bamboo is also deodorizing
and anti-bacterial and comes in sheets 40”
x 48” or 48” x 80”. Our new J-fab line of
prefabs are thin, heat moldable and they
come in three styles and three colors.
Neptune, NJ
Phone: (800) 342-2602
Fax: (732) 918-1131
E-mail: sales@jmsplastics.com
Website: www.jmsplastics.com

Justin Blair & Company (2001)
Manufacturer of Ralyn Shoe Care and
Backroom Supplies and NightCare Foot
Care. Distributor for Aetrex, Acor, Darco,
Herbal Concepts, Pedifix, Swede-O,
Silipos and Therafirm.
Chicago, IL
Phone: (800) 566-0664
Fax: (773) 523-3639
Email: orders@justinblair.biz
Website: www.justinblairco.com

INTERNATIONAL

Landis International (2014)
Landis International Inc. is a world leader
manufacturing for new and reconditioned
quality machinery equipment for the
orthopedic and shoe repair industry.
Already the undisputed leader and
main supplier for North America, Landis
has steadily increased his international
presence over the past few years! And
it’s with great pride that we have recently
open a new distribution center in Australia.
800, Rossiter
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu
(Québec) Canada J3B 8J1
Phone: 1-450-359-8800
Toll-free: 1-800-634-0806
Fax: 1-450-359-9619
Email: info@landisinternational.ca
Website: http://landisusa.com
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Lord Custom Molded Shoes,
Inc. (1994)

PartnerShip (2000)

Fashionable custom-molded shoes for
men, women, and children. Guaranteed fit
and service.
Bohemia, NY
Phone: (800) SHOES11
Fax: (516) 471-3090
Website: www.lordshoes.com

Nolaro24, LLC (2015)
mediUSA, LP (2013)
Our company slogan “medi. I feel better.”
reflects our view of ourselves as a partner
to everyone who operates in the medical
aids market
With our products and technologies, we
would like to make people’s lives easier,
better and more comfortable. We aim to
do this by meeting the different needs
of all our customers, every day and
throughout the world.
“I feel better” is therefore a promise that
becomes a reality with medi, because
we offer indication-specific and effective
product solutions to the highest standards,
which, with the help of our pioneering,
individual concepts and dense customer
service network, can be provided wherever
they are needed.
Whitsett, NC
Phone: (800) 633-6334
Fax: (888) 570-4554
E-mail: edw@mediusa.com
Web site: www.mediusa.com

Mephisto (1998)
With worldwide headquarters in Sarrebourg,
France, MEPHISTO - the WORLD’S FINEST
FOOTWEAR, was founded more than 40
years ago by Martin Michaeli. Mephisto has
a loyal following and a strong international
reputation for comfort and quality. Its highquality handcrafted footwear styles include
sandals, boots, clogs, dress and classic
walkers, as well as the ergonomic brand,
Mobils. In recent years, the company also
introduced the more athletic inspired brand,
Allrounder by Mephisto and their latest
collection with superior toning technology,
Sano by Mephisto.
Franklin, TN
Phone: 800-775-7852
Fax: 615-771-5935
E-mail: info@mephistousa.com
Web site: www.mephisto.com

Miami Leather Company
(2001)
Wholesaler to the orthopedic, prosthetic,
retail shoe and shoe repair trades. Wide
variety of products.
Miami, FL
Phone: (305) 266-8328
Fax: (305) 266-8728
Email: sales@miamileather.com
Website: www.miamileather.com

Nolaro24, LLC is the Maker of Quadrastep
and littleSTEPS foot orthotics - the
first Patented custom to foot type
prefabricated foot orthotics for adults and
kids, the Next best thing to Custom!
80 Turnpike Drive, Unit 2B
Middlebury, CT 06762
Phone (Toll Free): (877) 792-4669
Website: www.thequadrastepsystem.com
Email: info@thequadrastepsystem.com

The PFA Shipping Program, managed by
PartnerShip, features discounted shipping
rates with FedEx®, UPS Freight® and
YRC. PFA members can enroll in this free
member benefit and take advantage of
savings on every shipment – inbound,
outbound, business to business,
business to consumer, express, small
package ground, tradeshow and LTL
freight - all with no shipping minimums or
requirements. For more information or to
enroll today please visit www.partnership.
com/57PFA, call 800-599-2902 or email
sales@partnership.com.
Cleveland, OH
Phone: (800) 599-2902
Fax: (800) 439-8913
Website: www.partnership.com

National Shoe Specialties & Biotime
Footwear (2014)
For over forty years National Shoe has
taken pride on providing exceptional
service to our customers by offering:
• Leading, Reputable and Premium Quality
Brands
• A Knowledgeable and Professional Sales
Team
• Unparalleled Customer Service
Our relationships are built on a foundation
of trust, respect and a desire to partner in
the continued success of our customers
and vendors through innovation and
continuous improvement. At National Shoe
we offer an extensive material & footwear
selection for the Pedorthic/Orthopaedic/
Prosthetic, Shoe Store and Repair
channels of business across Canada and
the United States.
Toronto, ON
Phone: 800-387-5246
Fax: 800-568-8930
Websites: www.nationalshoe.com
www.biotimefootwear.com

New Balance (1990)
New Balance, headquartered in Boston,
MA supports a family of brands including
New Balance, Aravon, Dunham, PF Flyer,
Warrior and Brine. All brands specialize
in sizes and widths across a number of
categories including running, walking,
training, kids, comfort casual, lifestyle,
team sports and apparel.
Boston, MA
Phone: (617) 783-4000
Fax: (617) 783-7050
Website: www.newbalance.com

Remington Products (2000)
Insoles and sheet packages, rigid arch
supports, viscoelastic heel cups, 3/4 and
full insoles.
Wadsworth, OH
Phone: (330) 335-1571
Fax: (330) 336-9462
Email: jwert@remprod.com
Website: www.remprod.com

Renia GmbH (2001)
Specially designed adhesives and
components for the shoe industry, shoe
repair trade, and O & P industry.

PediFix, Inc. (2001)
National Shoe Specialties &
Biotime Footwear (2014)

Batavia, NY
Phone: (800) 796-4667
Fax: (585) 343-1514
E-mail: info@pwminor.com
Website: www.pwminor.com

Foot specialists since 1885, PediFix is
the only fourth generation, family-owned
business in the pedorthic industry.
Choose from more than 150 quality
foot treatment products, including a
unique OTC line guaranteed to generate
cash sales, keystone profits and doctor
referrals, an assortment of both traditional
and exclusive Visco-GEL foot pads and
cushions, new dermatology products,
GelStep silicone insoles and orthotics,
Diabetic Solutions Socks, PediPlast
and more. 15 new products are being
introduced this year.
Contact PediFix today for a free color
catalog.
Brewster, NY
Phone: (800) 424-5561
Fax: (845) 277-2851
Email: sales@pedifix.com
Website: www.pedifix.com

Cologne, Germany
Phone: 49-221-6307990
Fax: 49-221-63079950
Email: info@renia.com
Website: www.renia.com

SAS Shoemakers (1992)
Comfort walking shoes for women and
men in a wide range of widths and sizes.
San Antonio, TX
Phone: (210) 924-6561
Fax: (210) 921-7460
Email: barmwood@sas-shoes.net
Website: www.SASshoes.com

STS Company (1997)
Resin-impregnated tubular and fitted
socks made to take foot and ankle
impressions for custom shoes and foot/
ankle orthotic devices.

Propet USA, Inc. (2000)
Leading manufacturer in men’s and
women’s comfort walking shoes. Available
in up to 5 widths, sizes 5-13 in women’s,
7-17 in men’s. Propet features a vast
selection of Medicare A5500 coded
footwear with removable orthotics, secure
closure and maximum customization.
Kent, WA
Phone: (800) 877-6738
Fax: (800) 597-8668
Email: customerservice@propetusa.com
Website: www.propetusa.com

P.W. Minor, Inc. (1968)
P.W. Minor is the premium brand that
provides pedorthically superior, precisionfit footwear for discriminating consumers
unwilling to compromise style when
preventing or caring for their foot-health
needs. Delivering foot-health through
precision fit shoes is a brand mission that
remains as true and relevant today as it
was back in 1867.

Mill Valley, CA
Phone: (800) 787-9097
Fax: (415) 381-4610
Email: info@stssox.com
Website: www.stssox.com

Shoe Systems Plus, Inc.
(2003)
Complete line of orthotic and prosthetic
equipment including finishers/grinders,
vacuum pans, pumps, presses, industrial
sewing machines, fume busters and more.
Goshen, NY
Phone: (800) 354-6278
Fax: (845) 291-7097
Email: shoesystemsplus@hvc.rr.com
Website: www.shoesystemsplus.com
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SoleTech, Inc. (1994)

SoleTech Inc., established in 1946, has
a full line of cushioning and fabrication
materials for the pedorthic footcare
industry. Soletech introduced its registered
brand Cloud EVA and Soleflex EVA in the
early 1980s and is now recognized as
the industry leader for materials for the
fabrication of custom foot orthotics and
AFOs and components for build-ups and
modifications to extra-depth and custom
footwear. In addition to its presence in
the orthopedic market, SoleTech is also a
leading supplier of footwear components
and materials to the shoe manufacturing
and shoe repair industries.
Claremont, NH
Phone: 603-542-8905
Toll Free: 877-625-9494
Fax: 603-542-8909
Email: tom@soletech.com
Website: www.soletech.com

Sole Supports, Inc. (2012)

Sole Supports is an innovative, medicalgrade foot orthotics manufacturer. We
make custom foot supports that follow
your doctor’s prescription in order to
provide both immediate pain relief
and prevention of any new pains or
deformities. Medical practitioners must
first be certified to order from us because
we offer a completely different type of
support than the ones for which they were
trained in school and because we must
have the best possible cast of your foot to
make the best support.
Lyles, TN
Phone: 931-670-6111
Fax: 931-670-6008
E-mail: info@solesupports.com
Website: www.solesupports.com

Spenco Medical Corporation
(2013)
Spenco is an innovative healthcare
company whose mission is to help people
everywhere achieve more comfortably.
While Spenco’s core business revolves
around producing high quality insole and
footcare products, Spenco also provides
the most advanced sports medicine and
first aid products. Above all else, customer
service is Spenco’s focus and we are
100% committed to providing outstanding
service as we help you find the solutions
for all of your health and footcare needs.
Waco, TX
Phone: (800) 877-3626
E-Mail: jeffa@spenco.com
Website: www.spenco.com

Spira (2004)

Tekscan, Inc. (1994)

Value Foam, Inc. (2014)

El Paso, TX
Phone: (866) 838-8640
Fax: (915) 838-8641
Website: http://spira.com

Broad range of pressure assessment
and clinical/research evaluation tools for
use in orthotics, brace evaluations, joint
biomechanics, and gait analysis.

Value Foam Inc. is devoted to offering our
customers high quality, low cost materials
commonly used for orthotic and prosthetic
devices. Bring us your current invoice, we
will be happy to offer you the same type of
materials at 10 percent less. Our product
lines include high quality EVA, AccuZote
(a more economic substitute of plastazore)
and PPT/SBR materials at various density
and thickness.

Streifeneder USA (1997)
Preformed insoles, diabetic shoes
and materials in different hardnesses,
especially for diabetics.
Tampa, FL
Phone: (800) 378-2480
Fax: (813) 246-5998
E-mail: euro@eurointl.com
Website: www.eurointl.com

Boston, MA
Phone: (617) 464-4500
Fax: (617) 464-4266
Email: marketing@tekscan.com
Website: www.tekscan.com

Thor-Lo, Inc. (2001)
Statesville, NC
Phone: (704) 872-6522
Fax: (704) 838-6323
Website: www.thorlo.com/

South El Monte, CA
Phone: (800) 788-1358
Fax: (800) 788-1358
E-mail: mary@valuefoams.com
Web site: www.valuefoams.com

Tru-Mold Shoes, Inc. (1980)
Superfeet Worldwide LLP
(2003)
Ferndale, WA
Phone: (360) 384-1820
Fax: (360) 384-2724
Email: here@superfeet.com
Website: www.superfeet.com

Tru-Mold Shoes offers a complete line
of contemporary, fully accommodating
custom-molded shoes, including the
Thera-Medic Shoe package – the most
flexible, highest value shoe package for
Medicare-eligible patients with diabetes.
Buffalo, NY
Phone: (800) 843-6653
Fax: (716) 881-0406
Email: info@trumold.com
Website: www.trumold.com

TechMed 3D (2011)
TechMed 3D is an easy to use, accurate,
and portable solution for the digital
acquisition of images and measurements
of human body parts, giving orthotists,
prosthetists and pedorthists access to very
reliable and consistent measurements.
Levis, Quebec, Canada
Phone: (418) 836-8100
Fax: (418) 836-1589
Email: info@techmed3d.com
Website: www.techmed3d.com

Therafirm (A Division of
Knit-Rite, Inc.) (1999)
Quality medical-grade compression hosiery
and diabetic socks.
Ellerbe, NC
Phone: (800) 562-2701
Fax: (910) 652-2438
Website: www.therafirm.com

Trufit Orthopedic Labs (2013)
Trufit Biomechanics Labs is a full service
biomechanics and podiatric company. We
manufacture individually engineered CAD/
CAM corrective foot orthotics in the USA. We
operate multiple chiropractic and podiatric
patient-care facilities across Europe. In
addition to operating several patient clinics
in Europe, we continuously engage in highly
funded research and development projects in
conjunction with several European government
laboratories as joint ventures that have become
very successful in developing new patient care
evaluation techniques and innovative medical
corrective devices, grounded in science.Our
commitment to Research, Development and
Innovation is a foremost goal, and we only
employ medical, engineering, and computer
science professionals who share that vision.
Orlando, FL
Phone: 855-910-2525
Fax: 321-202-2819
E-mail: info@trufitusa.com
Website: www.trufitusa.com

Vibram USA (1998)
Since 1937, Vibram has stayed true to its
heritage by building products focused on
quality and performance while keeping
the end user in mind. Each sole, heel or
rubber component is built with proprietary
compounds and endless quality control. We
are also proud to say that we produce millions
of soles each year in one of the last rubber
soling plants in the USA - the Quabaug
Corporation in North Brookfield, MA.
Concord, MA
Phone: (978) 318-000, ext. 136
E-mail: sales@vibramusa.com
Website: http://us.vibram.com/

Ziera Shoes N.Z., Ltd.
(Formerly Kumfs Shoes N.Z.,
Ltd.) (1998)
Ziera Shoes, formerly Kumfs Shoes, are
women’s shoes, sandals and boots that
are truly orthotic friendly. Ziera Shoes
come in a wide range of heeled fashion
and walking footwear. We have widths
in stock from M through XXW in sizes 34
through 45.
Port Orchard, WA.
Phone: 877 717 0588
Fax: 877 717 0589
Email: craig.taylor@zierashoes.com
Website: www.zierashoes.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING?
To place a classified ad contact:
classifieds@pedorthics.org, send a fax to (888) 563-0945, or mail
to Current Pedorthics, 378 Lakewood Ave.
Americus, GA 31719.
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DO YOU HAVE SOME NEWS? Send your industry
news to the CURRENT PEDORTHICS editor at
editor@pedorthics.org.

the healthiest shoes you’ll ever wear

www.aetrex.com

®

